Stylus editor resigns

censorship fight

over

By GERALD M. SHEA
Editor

Richard Sawaya, A&S '68, resigned Thursday as editor of BC's literary quarterly, The
Stylus, in protest of the proposed censoring
of two short stories for the upcoming issue.
The resignation climaxed two weeks of
dispute over the relative powers of student
organization leaders and faculty advisors that
had seen the magazine's advisor threaten resignation, administrators disagree among themselves, and a strong vote of support for Sawaya

Editor Sawaya

from many faculty members.
In announcing his decision to quit The
Stylus, Sawaya told The Heights that "with
my belief of what a literary magazine should
be, I cannot accept the university's decision to
maintain the practice of censorship, and therefore I can't stay on as editor."
By the time The Heights went to press, it
was not known whether any of the other editors of the magazine would resign in support
of Sawaya, although there were rumors to
that effect last week.
Shortly before Sawaya told The Heights
of his decision, Rev. George L. Drury, S.J.,

Director of Student Affairs, informed Sawaya
of the administration's decision that an organization's faculty advisor, as a representative
from the administration, has veto power over
decisions of student organizations.
Fr. Drury was not available for comment

on his decision.
On Monday of this week, the Very Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of the university, told The Heights that, although he
wasn't enthusiastic over the idea of prior
censorship, "the administration must step in
when some particular story is not in the best
interest of the entire university or it violates
the basic idea of the institution."

Fr. Walsh felt that the faculty advisor was
in the best position to make such decisions.
"Since the university is legally responsible for
The Stylus (since it provides the funds for
publishing the magazine) it must uphold this
responsibility."

The dispute over censorship arose in connection with two short stories which had been
(Continued on Page Four)
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Campus Council ConCon
at-large elections today
By Jack Foley
News Editor

A total of 50 students are seeking election today to 27 at-large posts in
the Campus Council's Constitutional Convention scheduled to begin on Nov. 28
The purpose of the convention
to restructure BC's student
government including the Campus
Council and the Senates from
each college. The impetus for stuis

dent government reform arose
from the Student Government Subcommittee of the Study on Student Life.
The Subcommitteerecommended
that a constitutional convention
be called to consider such structural changes as

1)

changing the

Lay control plan
to be made public
The structure by which Boston
College will come under partial
lay control for the first time will
be made public in "early December," according to the Very Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, S.J., president.
In an interview with The
Heights early this week, Fr.
Walsh said the structure should
be finalized by December 12?
nearly one year after he announced that BC would follow the
lead of St. Louis University and
Notre Dame in admitting laymen
to the previously religious-only
posts on the University's corporate board.
Who will take part in the new
structure will not be settled by
the same time, Fr. Walsh said,
adding that he does not know
when this will be decided upon.
Unless the plan differs radically
from the proposals of the four
man committee appointed last
spring to design the new structure, there will be no lay trustees
and the ultimate authority in the
(Continued on Page Six)

Campus Council to a Student Senate with proportional representation from the four colleges; 2) a
popularly elected student government president; 3) changing the
present student senates to Student
Forums concerned solely with academic and cultural matters.
During the summer, four students, J. Kemp Hannon (A&S
'67), James Stanton (A&S '68),
Kathy King (Ed. '69), and Noreen
Wall (Nurs. '69), were hired by
Rev. George L. Drury, Vice-President of Student Affairs, to draw
up a working document for the
convention. The Campus Council
held two open meetings earlier
this year to discuss student government revision and to solicit
student suggestions but the meetings were attended by only a
handful of students.
Campus
Councillors George
O'Toole and Peter Voyt drew up
the by-laws for the Constitutional
convention. The Convention is to
be composed of four members of
the Campus Council, three members from each Senate, and proportional at-large delegates: 12
from A&S, 9 from CBA, six from
Education, and three from Nursing.
The Chairman of the con con
will be elected by the delegates.
Under the by-laws, the convention
must come up with a new student
government structure within ninety days or forfeit its power. The
final draft of the convention must
be approved in a referendum of
the undergraduate study body.
The Campus Council and the
Senates have already chosen their
delegates to the convention. They
are Christopher Flynn, Peter
Voyt, George O'Toole, and Kathy

King from the Campus Council;
Richard Armstrong, James Kelly,
and Pat Dobel from the A&S
Senate; Duane O'Connor, Martin
Gavin, and John McGunnigal from
the CBA Senate; Kevin Reddy,
Mary Lou Goodyear, and David
Powell from the Ed. Senate; and,
Patricia Williams, Jean Cannon,
and Carolyn Bedell from the Nursing Senate.
The elections today will be held
in the usual polling places of the
undergraduate colleges except in
the case of the School of Nursing
where there will be no election
since only three girls applied for
South Street
nomination papers.
Running for the 12 A&S positions are: Thomas Cambria '70,
Nicholas Covino C7l), John Davis
(70), Peter Driscoll ('6B), Robert
Dwelly (71), Thomas Gallagher
(70), John Golenski C69), Mark
Laßreque
C7l), James Malone
by Gerald M. Shea
C69), Richard Meyers C69),
Editor
James Mooney C6B), Patrick Mc('69).
(71),
Edwin
Miller
Guiyane
Rev. Walter J. Feeney, S.J.,
Peter Mullin C6B), Ryszard Dean of the
Graduate School of
Obuchowic;: (70), Hillard Pouncy
Arts and Sciences, has asked to
(70), John Bucucci (71), Michael
be removed from his post and
allowed to return to his former
(Continued on Page Six)
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A&S grad dean resigns;
will continue as mathprof

H
TAhroeund eights

position of assistant professor of
mathematics, the Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of
the university, disclosed to The
Heights Monday.
Fr. Feeney, who declined to
comment on the request, except
to say he wanted to "get back
to math" asked to be removed in
a letter to the President last
spring. Until his appointment to
the deanship two years ago, Fr.
Feeney had held the position of
assistant professor in both philospage 5 ophy and mathematics.
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Heights News Briefs
$5.00. Doors open to public at
will be a proposed program for
Ayn Rand
7:45 p.m.
the rest of the semester as a
The Ford Hall Forum will preApplications are
now being follow-up on Prof. Shean's lecaccepted for the position of di- ture. All those interested may at- sent a lecture by Ayn Rand entitlecTCapitolism: the Unknown
Abortion
rector of the Junior Show. Any tend.
Ideal," on Nov. 19 at 8:00 p.m.
interested applicants may pick
The University Chaplain, Fr.
in Jordan Hall, N.E. Conservatory of Music Building, 30 Gains- Hoey, will sponsor Fr. Robert
up a form in the Campus Counboro Street (off Huntington Aye.), Drinan, Dean of BC Law School,
Open House
cil Office, McElroy 115.
Boston. A collection will be tak- who will speak on "Abortion and
Open House will be held at the en up at the door. Student mem- the Law" on Monday Nov. 20 at
South St. Girls' Dorms on Novem- bership in the Forum is $3.00 a 7:30 p.m. in theresident students'
Art
ber 19 from 12:00-5:30 p.m. Re- year. Regular membership is lounge.
An art exhibition of 500 origin- freshments will be provided by
als and print masterpieces, via the sponsors, The Council of Resithe London Grafica Society, will dent Women. Everyone is invited.
be sponsored by the Artist in
Residence, Allison Macomber.
Gerald M. Shea, Editor
The exhibition will be held on
Fellowships
Humbert, Managing Editor; Mimi Hirsch,
Editorial
Board:
Vern
Dec. 4 and 5 in McElroy Lounge.
Foley,
Editor;
Golenski,
Editor;

Junior show

Middle Earth
This week Middle Earth will
present: Friday Nov. 17, Steve
Molloy; Saturday Nov. 18, Marilyn Bushmann and Ed Dembity;
Sunday Nov. 19, John Trapani and
the Eagles of Sound; Monday
Nov. 27 David Corey will lecture.

exhibition

Chorale
The University Chorale will feature a Hungarian Mass on Dec. 3.
The Mass, Missa Brevhan Tempore Belli by Zoltan Kodaly, has
the timely theme of peace.

Humanities Series
The Humanities Series will present the following performances on
Nov. 28, Yass Hakoshima and on
Dec. 1, the Vale Russian Chorus.
Tickets will be $1.50 and sold at
the door. The performance by Mr.
Hakoshima will be held in Cam-

pion Hall. The Vale Russian Chorus will be in Bapst Library Auditorium. Starting time: 8 p.m. in
each case.

Staff

The Writing Fellowships Program will award 14 fellowships of
$3,000 each to seniors this year.
Applications may be obtained in

Volunteer Corps

The Boston College World Volunteer Corps will bring the follow- any English dept. The closing
ing recruiters from Extension Vol- date for entries is Dec. 1.
unteers on Nov. 20 and 21 in McElroy 114: Rev. Wally Ellinger;
Mary Supple; Judy Colvin; and
Betsy Cronin. Anyone interested is
invited. However, you must be at
The.Boston College Social Comleast 21 yrs. old and have no de- mission will be conducting a
pendents.
survey on student's attitudes

Survey

Associate
Jack
John D.
Robert O'Neil, Editorial Page Editor; Ed Amento,
Photography Editor; Tom Sugrue and Bill McDonald, Sports
Associate
News Editor;

Editors; David O'Loughlin, Business Manager.

Staff: Paul Droesch, Mike Brady, Martin Funke, Joseph
McDonough, William Meehan, Hillard Pouncy, James Donovan,
Walter Stanish, Carol Ann Bednarz, Richard Mallette, Michael Wade,
Peter Crowley, Andrew Favret, James Mulvoy, Barbara Ann O'Neil,
Dick Hamilton, Rich Scnait, Bob Martino, Steve Snodgrass, Jack:
Strouchon, Tom Wicker, Kathy Curtin, Larry Lafaro.

News

Sports Staff: Reid Oslin, Associate Editor; Bob Ryan, Kevin O'Malley,
Jim Blake, Jim O'Reilly, Jack Shea, Jim Creamer, Kevin Kelley,
Grantland Rice.
Photography Staff: Dave Flanagan, Frank Fernino,
Sheila Berube, Patricia Finnerty, Herman Nikon.

Staff: Peter Pucilowski, Shelia Groonell, Terry Gaffney,
Messina, Bill Tenbrunsel, Henry Luce.

Copy

towards various

War forum
The MIT Committee to End
the War in Vietnam and the Students for a Democratic Society
will present a forum on War and
Responsibility on Tuesday, Nov.
14 from 7:30-9:30 p.m. There
will be four MIT profs, speaking
on the discussion topic: How Can
We End the War?

Spanish Academy
There will be a meeting of the
Spanish Academy Monday Nov.
20 in Carney 301 at 2:00 p.m. The
topic of discussion will be Involvement in an Independent
Community Service Project for
the Spanish Speaking Population
of Boston. Also on the agenda

entertainment
groups that they would like to
have appear at functions on
campus. The survey will be on
a random sample basis, taking
two classes of each year in each
of the four schools. The survey
will be geared towards mixers,
concerts, proms, and other activities that the BC student would
like to see.

Richard BonanrieS

Business Staff: Terry Bane, Susan Boehler, Andrea Santosuosso, Barbra
Gorman, Ginny Flatley, Tony Healey, Dow Jones, Sheila Hunter.
Typists: Mary Chap, Dorothy Zirolis, Marian O'Laughlin.

Faculty Advisor: Rev. Robert J. Cheney, S.J.
Heights is the Boston College newspaper, published weekly by thej
trustees and edited by the student staff. Address all correspondence to
the Heights, McElroy Commons, Room 102, Boston College, Chestnut)
Hill, Massachusetts 02167. Entered as second class matter at the Boston,)
Massachusetts, Post Office.

The

THE CAMPUS COUNCIL
urges all students to

VOTE
in the

CON-CON ELECTIONS
Today, at-large delegates to the Campus Council Constitutional Convention will be elected in all four undergraduate colleges. These delegates will have
considerable influence and responsibility in determining the future of student government at Boston College. It is of the utmost importance that a majority of the
students participate in these elections. This is your chance to speak on how student
government should be structured.

Polling places:
A&S
Lyons Foyer 9-1
Eagles' Nest 1-4

CBA

Fulton 313 9-1

Eagles' Nest 1-4

Dick

Nursing:
Main Foyer
Cushing 9-1

Education
First Floor Campion 9-1
Eagles' Nest 1-4
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'Open house ' reveals
poor living conditions
By

Gerald M. Shea

Editor
An open-house afternoon in the women's dorms this Sunday will enable BC
coeds to entertain guests in their rooms for the first time this year and to show visitors living conditions which many women believe are almost intolerable.
The visiting period, which will Alison Halls?will stretch from
be in effect in all eight dorms? noon until 5:30 p.m.
Gerry Mercendante, president of
Kirkwood, Linden, Pine, Radnor,
Chestnut, South, Greycliffe, and the Women's Dorm Council in the
School of Education, which is sponsoring the open-house along with

Armstrong raps
ConCon apathy

Only 21 of the 46 delegates to
the A&S Constitutional Convention
were present at its third meeting
Tuesday night. Due to the lack of
a quorum, the meeting was sus-

pended, and will be resumed on
Nov. 30.
Richard D. Armstrong, chairman of the convention, deplored
the lack of student interest in
constitutional reform in an open
letter to the absent delegates.
Armstrong commented that the
lack of a quorum "symbolizes a
generally irresponsible attitude on
the part of some of the delegates."

He further stated that some of
the delegates are unaware of their
responsibility to answer the longstanding complaints about the
structure of student government.
Armstrong called for the resignations of those delegates unwilling
to assume the responsibilities of
their offices.
Two members of the A & S Senate and the parliamentarian of the
convention made a joint statement in support of the chairman's
stand. The full text of the two
open letters has been included on
the letters page of this issue of
The Heights.

the Nursing Dorm Council, hopes
the afternoon will be taken advantage of by many people who
have never seen the dorms?particularly BC administrators.
"Practically none of the administrators who are responsible for
recruiting and admitting girls into
BC have ever seen the dorms,"
Mercendante said.
"How can they talk about letting
girls enroll here if they don't know
anything about the dorms?"
She described the conditions in
the converted apartment houses
as "barely tolerable."
"The only reason some of the
rooms are any good," she said,
"is because the kids have done
it themselves."
The purpose of the open-house
is not just to show off the girls'
living conditions, however.
"The afternoon will be like a
parietal time in the men's dorms,"

Mercendante explained, "and offer
the girls a chance to entertain

guests."
Maureen Owens, president of the
Nursing Dorm Council, said she
envisioned the afternoon as one
designed "just to have the privilege of receiving guests in the
dorms."
The Nursing dorms "definitely
need many improvements," she
said, but added that they weren't
in as bad condition as the Educa-

tion dorms. "Our dorms are owned
by a different realty company, and
they're not quite as bad."
If, while visiting girls in the

dorms, people "should see other
things, well, that's okay, too."
Owens

added.

Complaints about the women's
(Continued

on Page Ten)

Photo by Pat Finnerty
In its concert on Dec. 3 in Roberts Center, the Boston College
Chorale will -feature the Hungarian Mass of Zoltan Kodaly, Missa
Brevi-in tempore Belli. The Mass was composed in wartime

Budapest.

Pro-war demonstration
this Sunday on Common
By ANDY FAVRET
News Staff
A highly publicized pro-war rally-demonstration, so far marked by its inability to obtain any speakers, is to be held at Boston Common this Sunday.
The rally, to "make known in
voices loud and clear, our support
of America's fighting men in Vietnam," is one of the increasingly
popular student-run responses to
nationwide anti-war demonstrations. It is sponsored by the Student Committee to Enlist National Effort (SCENE) and has been
organized by two students from
Claremont, N.H.
According to Richard Gannon of
Northeastern, one of the organizers, the rally has been unable
to attract any prominent speakers. Sen. Edward Kennedy, General James Gavin, and Mayorelect Kevin White were unable to
attend and Governor John Volpe
has not yet been heard from.
Gannon is considering asking

ex-Marine Lawrence Rawsen, who
spoke at BC's pro-war rally last
week, to speak.
He emphasized however, that
the rally would definitely be held
with or without prominent speakers and that a sizeable turnout
was expected. The other organizer, Anthony Ivanov, a student
at Newman Prep, authored the
flyer describing the rally. According to Gannon, the pamphlet has
been distributed to various civic
groups as well as to most of the
colleges and high schools throughout the Boston area.
In their flyer the organizers at
the rally call for a demonstration
"to the nation and the world that
the average American stands

ready to demonstrate his loyalty
to the American flag and his support of the men who are fighting
to keep it unsullied."
Richard Roth, president of YAF,
which sponsored the rally at BC
last week, said that he did not
receive notice of the rally until
last Wednesday morning and that
the national YAF convention last
Sunday had been unaware of it.
He maintained that if SCENE
could get any worthwhile speakers, YAF would most probably
give its full support to the rally.
So far, the demonstration has
received the support of the American Legion and the Veterans of
Foreign Wars. The rally is scheduled for 2:00 p.m., Nov. 19.

Law School student president discusses:

The change in BC student government
Holland, CORM, two Councils of Resident
Women, the Commuters' Counsociation, the student govern- cil, the Graduate Students' Comment body of BC Law School, mittee, the Student Bar Associwas thrust into campus-wide ation, and the Campus Council.
prominence several weeks ago
The representation of the studuring the Dow Chemical crisis. dents from these groups is unHe has kept in touch with the even and overlapping. "This
machinery of student govern- set-up," says Holland, "is so
ment on the whole campus, fragmented that nobody can get
being advisor to the CORM stu- a unified overview. We generaldent judiciary and a member ly don't know anything about
of its appeals board.
problems in interest areas other
The Heights sounded out Mr. than our own."
Holland on the features he wants Holland does not advocate
to see incorporated in the new the complete takeover of all the
constitution. He was also asked governmental functions of the
his opinions on the way these individual units by a campusfeatures ctn best be incorpo- wide form of government, fn
rated in a constitution by the fact he advocates a policy of
machinery of the constitutional "subsidiarity" in which every
interest group would manage
convention.
"Student government should affairs in its own backyard.
But these different groups,
represent the entire university
in some matters," according to according to Holland, should all
Mr. Holland. "These are things have a clearing house in which
that would affect undergrads, they could make known their
law students, and graduate stu- views on a university-wide badents. The obvious divorce be- sis. "It's really unimportant,"
tween the different colleges on he says, " how all the interest
groups are represented. But
this campus is criminal."
In making his point Holland they must all be represented."
divides the campus into "interAs Holland sees it, the presest groups," each representing ent framework of student gova different corporate unit. He ernment could be extended to
counts eleven such groups: the exercise its power in the defour
undergraduate senates, sired manner after several al(Ed.

Note:

Ned

president of the Student Bar As-

Photo by Jack Foley

Ned Holland

terations. "The present Campus
Council," according to Holland,
"is an attempt on a limited
scale at the total representation
I would like to see. The Campus Council is like the forum for
ideas I would like to see, but
not a very efficient one."
By the principle of subsidiary,

wouldbe elected in at-large elections.
Holland agrees that to make
any revamped form of the present Campus Council work effectively will require the imposition of strong leadership at the
top. "The entire system," he
says, "would depend on having
the student senates and other a forceful personality to exert
bodies would remain. But their the authority granted in the
functions would be largely the constitution."
organization of social events
He feels that the Campus
and specifically parochial mat- Council presently operates at a
ters. The new campus council grindingly slow pace because its
would deal with matters of pol- members are not well versed in
icy, including academic policy, the Roberts rules of order (unand administration. For in- der which they are supposed to
stance, he believes that the be operating). "The trouble
whole university should have isn't with the rules themselves,"
been represented in a stand on he says, "but with the fact that
Dow Chemical.
the full authority to close off
The legislative and adminis- debate or keep wandering countrative duties of the council, in cilors on the track that is writHolland's view, would be expec- ten into the rules isn't exerdited by its president, who cised."
would have powers to act on his
Holland feels that the constiown without feeling the need to tutional convention will possibly
wait for the next scheduled promulgate a simple re-struccouncil meeting. In other words
turing of the present system. "In
he would be able to govern, in the representation at the cona limited way of course,, by ex- vention," he feels, "the present
ecutive order.
interest groups are going to be
The president would have a in a position to perpetuate
strong executive committee like themselves. I don't think this
a cabinet to help him adminis(Continued an Page Six)
ter. The president and cabinet
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Sawaya quits after ruling

Convert or spy?

ify their positions or compromise don't go hand-in-hand. A literon the stories, the issue became ary magazine must dictate tastes,
not only these stories, but the va- not cater to them."
Although Kowalski was merely
lidity of the faculty advisor's
advising the two on what his deveto power.
Sawaya told The Heights cision would be if the issue had to
earlier this week that, "if Fr. be resolved that way, he felt he
Sweeney is left with a veto, I'll did have the power to make a
decision.
resign."
There was a question as to
Sawaya and Fr. Sweeney took
the issue to Carl Kowalski, Direc- whether the power was, in fact,
tor of Student Activities, a week in Kowalski's hands, however,
ago Monday. After consulting with and when Fr. Sweeney sought a
both parties, Kowalski told them clarification of his powers as facon Wednesday of last week that, ulty advisor, Fr. Drury took
in his opinion, faculty advisors charge of the issue.
should not have power to veto the Fr. Sweeney wanted a clarifidecisions of students.
cation of his power from the
"The aims of a student activ- President, since he had been
ity can best be served by as appointed by the President. After
much independence as possible consulting with Fr. Walsh, Fr.
for the students, with the fac- Drury decided to make the deulty advisor exerting a positive cision.
influence, but not to the point of At the time The Heights went
autocracy," he told The Heights. to press, Fr. Drury was not avail"The Stylus is not," he said, able for comment as to whether
"a public relations magazine; and his decision applied to all stuthis and a literary magazine dent activities, or just the Stylus.

(Continued from Page One)

scheduled to appear in the upcoming issue of The Stylus.
The magazine's advisor, Rev.
Francis Sweeney, S.J., an Assistant Professor of English, had objected to one passage of Sawaya's
story describing an act of love
between a man and his wife and
the use of religious imagery in a
sexual connotation in a second
story, which Sweeney considered
blasphemous.

The student editors of the quarterly had already approved the
two stories. Sawaya argued that
the stories had been judged on
literary quality and found suitable for publication.
Fr. Sweeney told the editors,
that, as long as he was faculty
advisor, the stories would not be
printed. He noted that he had
been given the power of veto 16
years ago when appointed by the
president and had exercised that
power when he thought it necessary.

The scene is an SDS meeting. The three gentlemen on the
SDS members. But who is the gentleman on the far
Iright? Or better yet, who could possibly be on the far right
[at an SDS meeting. Notice the capitalistic features: Neatly
;combed hair, beady eyes, cleanly shaved face, and Prussian
| chin. Why it's none other than YAF's chairman, Richard Roth!
I Hmmmmm.

ileft are

As both parties refused to mod-

Resignation
(Continued from Page One)

pressed the wish to return to his
teaching and research and that
his resignation would take effect
by September 1, 1968.
Fr. Walsh explained that Fr.
Feeney had been appointed after
attempts to get the first lay dean
in the College of Arts and Sciences fell through. Several laymen
who were offered the post turned
down the opportunity.
When approached by The
Heights on Wednesday, Fr. Feeney refused comment on the request and gave only his wish to
return as a reason for the change.
He also declined to comment on
the status of the A&S Graduate
School as compared with other
colleges and schools of the university.

HEW-FIND

SCHOLARSHIPS
BYCOMPUTER
...

Last year $30 million in college scholarships went unclaimed
because no
qualified persons applied
because
no qualified persons knew of them.
? Now ECS engineers and educators
have programmed a high-speed computer with 700,000 items of scholastic
aid, worth over $500 million, to permit
students to easily and quickly locate
scholarships for which they qualify
? The student fills out a detailed, confidential questionnaire and returns it t3
ECS, with a one-time computer-processing fee of $15. In seconds the computer compares his qualifications against
requirements of grants set up by foundations, business, civic, fraternal, religious, and government organizations,
and prints a personalized report to
the student telling him where and when
to apply for grants for which he qualifies. Thousands of these do not depend
on scholastic standing or financial neeo
?

free
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Symposium fails
to push reforms
The National Symposium on Catholic Education,
sponsored by the National Catholic Educational Association, ended on November 10 with no real agreement,
though it had been expected to write a "blueprint" for
improving Catholic Education. Release of a declaration
promising reforms in Catholic education policies was
postponed until January.
The 16-page declaration had
proposed equal salary scales for
all teachers including priests and
nuns, emphasis on training religious teachers in subjects like
sociology, political science, and
psychology, and experimental nonprofit corporations to operate special diocesan school districts.
However, as Rev. C. Albert Koob
said, the declaration was "too
large a bite for most of them to
digest in such a short time."
Another widely discussed passage was the one on school finance.
It recommended an increase in
government and industrial aid.
Some felt that the section was
too strong; others thought it too

system," commented Fr. Walsh.
"We agreed that parochial
schools should be kept, but we
now know we can't continue to
neglect the rest of the "people of
God" because of it."
The convention suffered, at

times, from lack of direction and
concentrated mostly on primary
and secondary education, stated
Fr. Walsh, but it was "the first
effort to bring together a variety
of interest on Catholic education."
It was encouraging, he added,
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Bill Fisher, Bob Hendler, and Carol Bregger did their thing at Middle Earth's First Anniversary
party last Saturday night.

to note the delegates' "consciousness of- a broaded concept of Catholic education than just teaching
school kids."
The Director of the Department
of
Education of the United States
vague.
Catholic Conference, Msgr. James
The week-long symposium gath- C. Donahue, said that "there are
ered Catholic laymen, journalists, a lot of good things here but they
and religious, including Very Rev. are not developed much."
The past two weeks has left the
Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President,
The declaration also proposed Boston College Reserve Officer
for the discussion of Catholic Ed- policy-making diocesan boards of Training Corps with the distincucation at all levels.
education, whose members would tion of being the most active or"The most important result of be from"the total Catholic com- ganization on the campus. During
the symposium was the recogni- munity" and better instructions this period they have engaged in
tion of the need for Church in- for parents. The question of abol- no less than five separate activivolvement in more aspects of edu- ishing parochial schools was not ties.
The most recent of these was a
cation than the parochial school mentioned.

Award ceremonies cap off
two active ROTC weeks

to meet several requirements. His
academic rank had to be in the
upper quarter of his class, and
the personal recommendations of
Achievement."
the Professor of Military Science
The Legion of Valor is an asso- and the Dean of the University
ciation composed of veterans and had to be obtained.
soldiers who have won either the The final selection of award
Congressional Medal of Honor, or winners was made by a special
the Distinguished Service Cross: committee of the Legion of Valor
the two highest military awards from candidates from ninety two
presented by the United States institutions in the First U.S. Army
area.
government.
Wednesday's award ceremony
Representing the Legion of Valor at the ceremony were Mr. also included the presentation of
James G. Walsh, a World War the Boston College ROTC AcademOne veteran, and Mr. Albert Mc- ic Achievement Insignia. Twenty
By Jack Strauchon
Phee, a veteran of World War five cadets qualified for the award
News Staff
Two. The actual presentation was on the basis of their performance
in military science subjects durOn the 21st day of April of this year, a group of Greek army officers, using a made by Mr. Walsh.
ing the Spring semester of last
B
In order to qualify for the
NATO plan for quelling communist insurrection, NATO-trained troops, and NATOmedal, Mr. Lyko, who is the year.
supplied weapons, murdered democracy in Greece.
Brigade Commander, had
Winning the award for the fifth
In the months that have fol- right-wing military juntas have and, as of this writing, he has ROTC
time were C/LTC Richard Lyko,
lowed, the military junta has ruth- not historically been shown to be not been murdered.
and C/2LT Maynard Cheney.
At the time of the takeover,
lessly suppressed all dissent, be overly amenable to reason, the
Fourth award winners were
it from leftists, democrats or committees have been trying to the U.S. government was supplyC/MAJ
CarmineA. Egidio, C/SGT
even conservatives (as the recent work through the - State Depart- ing arms to Greece. After the
John R. Lohmann, and C/SGT
arrest of a prominent right-wing ment, using our aid to Greece as seizure of power by the junta,
George J. Toolin.
newspaper publisher, Mrs. Vla- a lever to force concession on the these shipments were cut off. It
Monday night the Campus Coun(Continued on Page Eleven)
illustrates).
chou,
Most Greek in- part of the junta.
later appeared that the govern- cil appointed the student memment was about to resume the bers of the three governmental
arms shipments. To prevent this, committees established last year
the committee sent to Washington by Supercommittee.
Professor Diamondopoulos of Appointed to
the Student Rules
Brandeis and Professor Raymond
were James Kelly
Committee
T. McNally of Boston College,
More than 750 women have par(A&S, 69), Michael Ryan (A&S,
both of whom have been quite 70), James Mulvoy (CBA, 70)
ticipated
in the Women's Visitaand
active in the fight for Greek libRysard Obuchowicz (A&S, 70). tion Experiment during its first
erty.
This committee was founded to three weekends of operation. The
These gentlemen conferred with examine "all rules and regulaperiod of parietal hours in
several senators, notably Senators tions affecting student life, and trial
men's dorms has so far been
the
Peel,
and with the in particular, the standards of
Fulbright and
successful, according to James L.
staffs of Senators Kennedy and dress, dormitory living, possesof the Council
Mansfield. They also spoke with sion and consumption of alcohol, Malone, president
of Resident Men.
Mssrs. Owen and Brewster who and parietal privileges. ."
Malone stated "more than 99%
ran the Greek desk at the State
A second committee, the StuDepartment. Due in part to this dent Activities Committee, was of those involved in parietals have
and added
visit and in part to the general formed "to handle all matters re- been cooperative
furor in intellectual circles, the lating to all university activities." that there has been only one incident which called for disciplinState Department has not yet reIt is the power of this committee
arms
to
shipments
sumed
the to charter all campus organiza- ary action, despite the large numProf. Raymond T. McNally
participating in the
junta.
tions. The students appointed ber of students
program.
of
the
most
distressing
tellectuals have been either strictThe committee also publishes a One
were John Riley (A&S, 68) and
The experimental period will
ly silenced or forced into exile. newsletter of goings on in and out things encountered by the profes- James Mooney (A&S, 68).
People in the United States con- of Greece that the military cen- sors in their visit to Washington
The third committee is the Stu- continue until Dec. 7, the Eve of
cerned with the plight of the sors do not see fit to be printed was the existence of flatly second dent Conduct Committee and will the Immaculate Conception holiand third rate minds in the State review all charges against stu- day.
Greek nation have organized sev- in the country.
eral groups to give voice to their When the coup first took over, Department. Policy is a matter dents involving disciplinary acAfter the conclusion of the exconcern. The Committee for Res- one of the more important leftists of muddling through on a day to tions. The students on this are periment, a poll of students, factoration of Democratic Govern- they seized was Andreas Papan- day basis with practically no ap- Brother Justin Sweeney (Nurs., ulty and female visitors will be
ment in Greece is one such group dreou. It seemed likely that the preciation of long-range implica- 69) and Peter Mullen (A&S, 68). held. This poll will be evaluated
active in the Boston area.
junta might decide to liquidate tions.
The four faculty and admini- by representatives of CORM and
Brewster, for instance, when stration members of the Student the administration, and final deciBasically, these groups are try- such a dangerous enemy, but
ing to re-establish the conditions thanks to a petition with 500 sig- asked why the State Department Rules Committee, and the two sion whether or not to make
in which democracy can flourish; natures that was taken to Wash- was considering resuming ship- members on each of the other parietals a permanent policy
freedom of speech, press and as- ington, the U.S. government was ments of planes and heavy tanks two committees, have not yet been should be reached by the end of
sembly being among these. Since persuaded to intercede for him
the first semester.
(Continued on Page Six)
appointed.

special award ceremony held on
Wednesday, November 15, to present Richard A. Lyko with the
"Legion of Valor Bronze Cross for
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of lay control

The beginnings
(Continued from Page One)
university will still be an all Jes-

uit board.
Similar to proposals already announced by Georgetown and Notre
Dame, the committee's report
called for the corporate separation
of the University and the Jesuit

incorporated as a non-profit and
educational corporation with the
principal aim of providing personnel and financial support for the
educational programs at Boston
College.
The report also specified that
administrators in the university
positions.
should not be members of the
All university faculties would reBoard
of Trustees, with the possiBoard
main in the control of the
exception
ble
of the President and
facilTrustees, with

number of functions which the
Trustees now perform.
The report called for separate
individuals for the positions of
President of the University and
Rector of the Jesuit community.
Fr. Walsh currently holds both

..

community.
A University Board of Directors
residence
comprised of approximately 25 of
the Treasurer. Neither, however,
persons?both laymen and Jesuits ities leased to the new corporate would be chairman of either the
?would be created by the Trus- Jesuit community.
Board of Trustees or the Board
tees, and would be delegated a The Jesuit community would be

of Directors.

ConCon elections today Junta
(Continued from Page One)
Reavey ('6B), Michael Ryan (70),
Paul Sandman ('69), Leonard Sienko C6B), Luke Szpakowski C6B),
and Michael Szpak C6B).
In CBA, there are 17 students
running for nine posts: James
Mulvoy (70), Dennis Cyr C69),
Tom Murray C7l), Robert Burke
C6B), Phil Cody (70), Frank Ciano (70), Terrence P. Boyle
C69), Dennis Ryan ('7O), John E.
Stefanoni (70), Kevin T. Crowley
(71), Michael Mingolelli (70),
Darcy Running (70), Robert J.
Doherty (70), Tim Mclnerney
(70), Louis Milkowski (70), Ed-

ward Vozzella ('7O), and Robert
Connor (70).
In the School of Education, ten
students are running for six atlarge positions: Bob Bowers C69),
Rick Mastronardi (70), Kevin
Connors ('69), Mark Ragolia (70),
Ann O'Malley (70), Jan Geist
(70), Julie Mancini (70), Peggy
Slavin (70), Katherine Louise
Margeau C69), and Virginia
Meany C69).
Time of the election will be
from 9 to 1 in the usual polling
places, and from 1 to 4 in the
Eagles Nest snack bar for all four
schools together.
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(Continued from Page Three)

is entirely bad. After all, we
may need some of the present
administrative machinery in the
future.
"The thing I object to is our
limiting ourselves to only one
draft going into the constitutional convention. The collective experience of the entire
university has to be brought to
bear on the problem. I've heard
a number of good ideas and I
hope they filter down to the con-

NEW

.

vention. The idea that a draft
of ideas from one source can
be a good starting point is ridiculous."
Holland was also disenchanted
with the idea that the convention could conclude its business
in 90 days. "If it were lucky
the convention could have its
proposals in effect by next September. But," he says,"I don't
soo how all the possible alternatives can be considered in 90
days."
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als don't."
This type of reasoning totally ignores the possibility that the junta
will someday be overthrown and
that the Greek people will remember the Americans as those who
aided their oppressors.
Meanwhile, America keeps bumbling into new crises, keeps messing up its reputation among the
peoples of the world, keeps blowing its chance to be the really
great nation it should be. Committees for Restoration of Democratic Governments and Professor McNalrys aren't usually
enough to reverse the stupidities
of our state bureaucracy; it's
kinds of a shame.
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(Continued on Page Five)
to the junta, replied, "Because
the junta has guns and the liber-
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Bob Montana, Ser. Mgr., CBA '63
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590 Commonwealth Aye.
Boston, Mass.
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and accurate service. Office
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WHERE: dishing Hall. Room 1
WHEN: Monday, Nov. 27. 7:30
WHO: All Collegians and Grad
Students
WOVOCO of Boston College
(Formerly the B.C. Lay Apostolate)
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TYPE YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE
and round the world too
Our university faculty and small classes will
give you the finest, intensive, personalized instruction and training on IBM Selectrics, Executive typewriters, Multiple Listening Stations, and Gregg Diamond Jubilee shorthand.

Telephone for full details of our two-week refresher evening course specially designed for
the college student; industry-oriented morning
course; intensive eight-week secretarial courses
and free international placement \u25a0_>!_.
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BROOK STREET BUREAU
ENGLISH ACADEMY, ING
80 Boylston Street Boston, Mass. 02116

Tel: 542-2301
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Newton voters, counters
foil computerized election
By Carol Bednarz

News Staff

The Newton voters confronted a BC computer instead of a conventional voting machine, in last week's elections, and the result was largely disastrous.
Ward 6 Alderman Willard Dietz cards so that the machine had difsaid, "The entire state is watch- ficulty reading them.
ing and I'm afraid we're being
Ward 3 Alderman Edward L.
laughed at because of the counting Kerr said he "wanted no part of
tonight."
the new method. The bumps have
In Newton, the voters were to be ironed out." Dr. John A.
given IBM cards which they slip- Jensen, head of the computer proped into a voting computer. The gram at BC, told the Heights,
machine punched a different pat- "The machine worked fine. It was
tern of holes for each candidate. a problem of educating the people
The cards were bundled up and at the Board of Elections and the
brought by Newton election offici- voters in its use. There were
als to Gasson Hall computers. The minor difficulties because of the
machines read the cards and re- new and different approach.
corded the results.
"A great many people were
The processing, which was to handling cards who didn't know
be completed at 10:00 p.m., was how. Some people didn't realize
not completed until 2:00 a.m. a they had to be careful and the
recount was necessary because of cards were not punched as well as
problems during the first tabula- they should have been. Because of
[
the rainy weather, the moisture in
tion.
The machine was apparently not the air affected the cards. One perat fault. According to John Lamer,
director of public relations, the
trouble was caused by the handcounting of the IBM cards at
Newton before they were brought
to BC. He said that this handcounting bent the corners of J:he

Lack

of interest,

cent of them discarded since the
machine rejected them."
Dr. Jensen feels that experience
will solve these problems, recalling that there were also problems
when the voting method changed
from the written ballot to the voting machine.
The computer method of voting
is relatively new and was prohibited until a law recently passed
made computer voting legal in
Massachusetts.
The computer programmers of
BC were approached by representatives of Newton last summer
and BC agree to provide the computer and some experienced workers to assist election officials. Seis
Photo by Dave Flanagan
Corporation Inc. provided the inOur Heights photographer tried to tell the people in the computer censtructions and voting materials for ter that the Newton election foul-up wasn't the computer's fault, but they
the machine.
\wouldn't listen to him and dismantled it anyway.
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of leaders:

Remember the Free University?
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By RICH SCHNAIT
News Staff
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Dissertations

PHONE: 244-6667

BERTHA S. MINTZ
Secretarial Service
clip and save

Classes limited to fifteen students; courses taught by both faculty and students; flexible meeting hours; no
grades; curricula including any topic in which there is interest. At BC? No! For these are the aims of the Boston
College Free University. The Boston College Free University is no longer operating.
Occasionally someone remembers the enthusiasm of last winter,
when a large group of students indicated that BC needed a Free
University. And a smaller group
of students helped organize one.
And a large group of students attended the first classes. And a
smaller group of students attended the subsequent classes. The
unfortunate reality of the failure
of the Free University to continue
to operate is that BC students are
not interested. In the absence of
the motivation of marks, the BC
students have shown themselves

SPECi4L}MiW
l?\RTy RATES
FCRBX.

STILTS

apathetic to learning!.
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'Food for India'
campaign started
Fr. Robert Hoey, the university
chaplain, is planning a "Food For
India" campaign in connection

with. UNICEF. The drive was first

started last year, and about 50
colleges participated in it.
According to Chester Bowles,
American ambassador to India,
in a letter to Fr. Hoey, each university decided on, what date to
hold the drive. On that date, students volunteered to fast for one

/_
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.And the special doesn'tstop there. Because everything's
pretty special about the Newton Charter House. Nice

L

:<party-in you're planning. Phone 527-9000, Ext. 412 and
\ let us fill you in on the details.

'

NEWTON CHARTER HOUSE
MOIQRHOTEL .?ZjGr3#f
Corporation of

America

the infusion of funds.
prevent a recurrence of

This will
last year's

situation, where professors found
themselves paying for the books
used in their courses. Mr. Golenski rejected the possibility of patterning the BC Free University
after the Free University of Tufts,
where students receive academic
credit for teacljing in the program;
He pointed out that this would
necessitate administrative and
faculty supervision on to see that
the student-teachers earned their
credits.

Training program begins
for campus leaders
This weekend Boston 1 College and off campus will continue the
will pioneer a LeadershipTraining program, which has no specific
Program at the Carmelite Retreat terminating date.
House in Hamilton, Mass.
The program was introduced to
The primary purpose of such the campus by Dr. Jane Moosa weekend is to increase the bruker of the Psychology Depart-

-.-.-?'?

There are about
M. Jenks, and the Inexpected to participate, and they Weston
stitute ,of Human Sciences.
ties which participate with posters have been solicited from various \u25a0
and student brochures concerning student organizations. Through, : Some Campus organizations,;
of the, such as the four undergraduate
the' '.'sensitivity
the drive; . "'.. v
The drive is supposed to be held program, they are to be person-, colleges' senates and the Campus
to ,\u25a0
on or before-,
11., UNI- aIJJs- educated; and their organiza-j Council,
siftee si the costs
CEF's 21st birthday. Fr. Hoey is"* Miis will -accrue -the benefits. -1 supply
not sure if he can meet this dead.The weekend is thes first part the weekend may run high...line because he7 is - starting so' ol an on-giSng-projert "wraeh "seeks; -j Programs of this sort have been
late. The drive, if it is held, will to increase the possibility of ef- held by ttesgoyerraneßt _| leack?!
be sponsored by the Chaplain's fective grottpj action by training ihg U,SK" industries, but itf.those '\u25a0£
office in connection with the Stu- individuals in techniques of social: programs,,idisrjnct; efforts wereg
dent Council and the Sodality.
interaction. Follow-up sessions on
(Continued on Page Ten)
2000 students fasted.
UNICEF provides the universi-

-:

atmosphere. Real holidayspirit. Lots of experience
| osting great parties. Private rooms for whatever size
h

\u25a0_\u25a0 Hotel

year to year, Mr. O'Connor replied, "It will be dropped in the
laps of other people, just as it
was dropped in ours." The only
planned change in this experiment
which is innovative by nature is

personal effectiveness of a par- ment, who attended a similar
ticipant as a leader through group program last year at a different
meal. For every student that
training. The format will consist school. It is to be sponsored by
fasted, the university gave 50c, to of
group discussions among the the Psychology Department, the
UNICEF for food for India. At
Guidance Department of the Colparticipants.
Vale University last year, over
twenty people lege of Arts and Sciences under

/^s

,160 Boyistpn Street, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

A secondary cause for the
absence of a Free University, and
a primary cause for its failure to
reappear this semester, is that it
has no organizational structure.
Hence, with the graduation of
Mark Spzkowski, last year coordinator, the program had to be
started from scratch. John Golenski, Justin O'Connor, and Luke
Spzkowski are currently planning
the" return of the Free University
for the Spring semester. The Free
University will once again offer a
wide selection of courses and professors. The organizational structure will be the same as'last year;
i.e., there will be none.
When asked how the Free Uni?
versify will maintain itself from

?

_
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Censorship
For someone who has a fetish about
having a policy to cover every situation,
and always following "the proper channels," Fr. Drury apparently didn't mind
side-stepping all of his own rules in reaching a decision on the Stylus question this
week.
That's not to say he didn't have good
reason to do so, though. If Fr. Drury had
followed procedure, The Stylus wouldn't
have been censored, and he wouldn't have
had his way.
On Wednesday of last week, Carl
Kawalski, Director of Student Activities,
advised Fr. Sweeney that, if the question
came to him for a decision, he would rule
that faculty advisors do not have veto
power.
Fr. Sweeney sought a clarification
from Fr. Walsh, through Fr. Drury, on
whether he had to submit to Kowalski's
authority or he could get a decision from
the President.
Fr. Walsh decided not to handle it
himself, and gave the issue back to
Fr. Drury. But at this point, the issue
stopped. Fr. Drury subsequently decided
it himself, despite the fact that his own
rules, and a huge list of precedents, dictated that the case should have gone to
Kowalski, through Fr. Drury's beloved
"proper channels."
All of which is easily explained by the
fact that Fr. Drury knew, if the decision
went to Kowalski, the ruling would have
been different.

¥
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"Moderators exist in two capacities:
to help students and to represent the
university community. He must step in
when, in his judgment, something is not
in the best interests of the community or
violates the basic ideas of the university."
?Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J.,
President, in an interview with

being given to today's election for atlarge delegates to the Campus Council
Constitutional Convention, the interested
student should be aware of the attempted
movement or aggiornamento of student
government on this campus. The trouble
is, though, at least from this viewing
stand, the paucity of interested students,
and the general lassitude of the student
government people themselves.
As outlined in the Eagles' Handbook,
student government consists of four senates surrounding a hub known as the
Campus Council. According to the blueprint, these five bodies will work efficiently toward significant goals in the
best interests of the students. In short,
they exist to get things done.
Unfortunately, practice does not parallel theory. Students for the most part
are unaware of what goes on in student
government. Those that are aware knock
it unmercifully.
There is justification. Campus Council meetings are exhausting to attend. Efficiency is kept to a minimum. Often, the
Campus Council people are swept by confusion over the intricacies of parliamentary procedure. There is much discussion
on topics that do not warrant endless
rhetoric. (For example, at a Campus
Council meeting last year, two hours
were spent discussing how much money
should be allocated to the upkeep of BC's
mascot, the eagle. Finally, they tabled
the matter until the next meeting.)
Decisions are often .put off, or shuttled
into committee unnecessarily. Agendas
are rarely if ever followed. It is torment-.
Ing to sit through a four and a half hour
session that is finally adjourned by reason of sheer exhaustion.
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YAF enlightenment
?

for Freedom. To enlighten those
not aware of the text of these
resolutions, I shall endeavor to
summarize the more controversial issues.
The Republic of China Whereas the people of free China will
celebrate the establishment of the
Republic of China and mourn the
forcible seizure of the Chinese
mainland.
Be it resolved that
YAF congratulate the free Chinese on their courage and accomplishments and be it further resolved that we support all efforts
directed toward the ultimate liberation of the Chinese mainland.
Vietnam
Be it resolved that
YAF honors the memory of all
free men who have given their
lives in defense of liberty in Southeast Asia and urges the dissemination of all information necessary to show the American people
the stupidity of the Johnson Ad-

.

.

?

At the moment, the Council and the
Senates are involved in a last ditch effort
to make student government meaningful;
they hope to do this through a complete
restructuring, through a new, fresh Constitution. But at the last meeting of the
A&S Constitutional Convention, the body
adjourned for lack of a quorum.
A brand new student government is
appealing; new beginnings are always appealing; However, the question remains:
Is the admittedly bogged-down state of
the present student government due to
1) the present, structure, or 2) the people
in it, or 3) both?
A cursory glance (and we seriously
doubt if most students will give more
than a cursory glance if any at all) at
today's ballot will reveal many of the
Wrong girl
same names, the same campus political
clique, who seem to be continually run- To the Editor:
ning for one office or another in our imMy reputation has been ruined
potent student government. Having lost by your article on the Heights
all interest in the student body, many of Hankies vs. WVBC All Stars footthese people now merely revel in the ball game. Obviously your reglory of having a title, of being a stu- porter mistook me for Miss Bliss,
dent "leader."
who I am not. Since then, many
This is not true in all cases, however. people have asked me if I am
A certain minority of the students run- going out with Bob Dolan, and
ning today do have the students' inter- no matter what I say the rumor
ests at heart; many of them sincerely continues to spread. I am a good
seek a serious form of "student power." girl and demand a retraction.
But sympathy is in store for these peo- Everytime I light my pipe, people
ple. For they have not yet learned the keep saying, "Oh look, there is
art of the vote-for-me, firm handshake, the girl that goes out with (ugh)
pleasant smile, humorous anecdote on the Bob Dolan."
steps of Lyons Hall. They have made the If an apology is not forthcoming
mistake of running on issues.
I shall be forced to turn this
If proposition No. 3 is true, then there matter over to my lawyers (they
is hope. If only proposition No. 2 is true, also smoke pipes).
however, a new Constitution will be just Thank you very much.
as effective as the present one apparently
Fran Struzziery
is. Thereal issue is no more nor less than
Ed. '71
\u25a0*
WVBC Mascot
that.
?

and urgently request the Government of Algeria to immediately
release Moise Tshombe.
Panama Canal
Whereas the
Panama Canal is of vital strategic importance and imperative to
the security of the United States,
be it resolved that YAF urges
Congress that the U.S. protect its
soverign rights and jurisdiction
over the Canal.
United Nations
Whereas the
United Nations has become a tool
of the Communists and it is no
longer in the interests of the U.S.
to be involved with the U.N., YAF
urges that the U.S. withdrawfrom
the U.N., and that U.N. headquarters be shifted to Gibraltar.
Income Tax Whereas the progressive income tax is an economic attack on the initiative of individuals to use their own income
as capital, and whereas the corporate progressive tax has caused
the dimunition of individual enterprise, be it resolved that YAF
favors a proportional tax and be
it further resolved that YAF
urges research into the feasibility
of a state-federal tax sharing
?

?

?

plan.
Minimum Wage
Whereas the
minimum wage is a major cause
of unemployment among the
young and minority groups, and
whereas it is wrong to tamper
with the free market price for
labor, be it resolved that YAF
urges the abolition of the minimum wage.
Marijuana
Whereas it has not
been proven that marijuana is
any more harmful than either alcohol or tobacco, and whereas it
has been proven that marijuana
is not a narcotic, YAF urges the
repeal of federal and state laws
against the use, sale, or growth
of marijuana. Be it further resolved that YAF condemns the
illegal use of marijuana;
Richard C. Roth, A&S *68
Chairman, Boston College YAF
?

?
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To the editor:
In your isa*
1967, I was ma
as being "an 4
the draft resist
"While I ad
those individua

in a period of
open the door
moment would
must use all tg

truth with the Truth which is represented. by these three men
Christ. They are identifying the is the moral effect of their, I hope
Christ with objective truths. unconscious, attempt to turn the
Jesus, the man, was not a mere, Gospel of love into a set of truth
object. Man is subjectivity, con- propositions
and rituals which will
ciousness; as well an object; allow all Gnostics who submit to
surely then that Truth that is them to
"Get to Heaven." The
Christ cannot be mere objective idea that we have the truth and
truth like the truth of the proposithis truth gives salvation breeds
tion "it is raining" or "Christ is nauseating complacency.
To read
present in the Eucharist by tran- Mr. Millerick's letter
in which he
thereReality
substantiation."
and
expresses horror and revulsion at
fore Christ is not as simple as the moral decline of BC as
evithese gentlemen would have us denced by something as trivial
believe.
as some clown writing dirty words
The propositions and established
on a plaster statue is ludicrous.
opinions of the Magisterium are
But when one sees that in the
not Revelation. Only the Word of same issue of The Heights there
God is Revelation and only He is is an account of BC students
the Truth of Salvation. The rest
throwing food at people they disare merely human statement agree with,
and realizes that this
about revelation, written in a sort of incident doesn't
rate menhuman time and a human place
tion in his catalogue of moral ills
The Lewis Drill Team
arising from within the Church,
at Boston College, 'it becomes
for the Church as a whole to more than ludicrous; it's revoltexamine, correct, and reformu- ing. These possessors
of truth are
late. Mr. Millerick reminds us so sure
of themselves that they
"He
hears
said,
that Jesus
who
can write letters with a ratio of To the Editor:
you hears me," but he should be
five paragraphs of ridicule to one
Despite popular belief, the drill team that appeared at the half
reminded that these twelve to of rebuttal and then
close
with
time
show on Nov. 11, and performed in front of McHugh after the
whom this was said knew the
V.M.I, football game was not from V.M.I. Even though the uni"In dialogue,".
Truth and were ignorant of most
"The truth shall set us free." forms worn by the drillers resembled the dress uniforms of West
of the doctrines about that Truth.
Why
then can't Mr. Tacelli come Point, V.M.1., and other military colleges, the people inside those
The same holds for the statement
out and say that Mary Daly uniforms were indeed from 8.C., in fact, they were the B.C. Lewis
right
he
Paul,
that
the
quotes from
should
be fired instead of hedging Drill Team.
Gospel is the Good News and the
While the drill team was performing, I heard such exclamawith
this
Professor D. business?
Good News is Christ.
tions
as "our B.C. drill team should look as good as those guys." I
Why
Cleary,
must
Mr.
supa
What is more important than
think
the student body of this institution should be awakened to the
man,
posedly
free
hide
behind
his
the erroneousness of the position
fact
B.C.
does indeed have a good drill team, a drill team' that is
knowledge
cleverness and
of classical languages, instead of saying respected throughout the competition' circuit and, in fact, one that
"bull shit" since that is what he is the best in New England. (The proof of this is engraved on the
trophy.) Is it the drill team's fault that they resemble West Point
means?
or V.M.I. while drilling?
Respectfully,
Ed Tulinski
over. That would not be right. But
W. M. Meehan, Jr. A&S 69
L.D.T. '69
could the questions be asked now
so that after the season is over
the answers can be ready. As the
voice of the students the Heights
could make such an inquiry of
the A.A. and stand a better To
the Editor:
chance of getting an answer than
Were
it not for the reassuring Perhaps I have lived under the Tacelli, to put it as simply as
anyone
if
else tried it. Please lets
try 'ever to excel' in this as we presence of my desk calendar, I rather naive delusion that all men I can, has constructed a circular
have in other areas.
would have had serious doubts were glad to live in this progres- argument which proves nothing.
Thank you,
that this was the twentieth cen- sive era; but, alas, I was deOne more word. I was extremeSincerely,
tury when I read Mr. Roland K. ceived. Mr. Tacelli, it seems, ly distressed by
Mr. Tacelli's atJohn H. HUbert Tacelli's letter in the Heights wishes to return to the intellectual titude regarding the Church. He
slavery
Ages.
of the Dark
Poor appears to
Nov. 13.
A&S'67
conveniently forboy, he seems to have forgotten
gotten the
Vatican Counprogress
that centuries of
and en- cil.
This isiflfesge of dialogue,
lightenment separate him from his
Roland,
If you
beloved age of the ecclesiastical
were to puttjjjjSde your narrow
domination of man's intellect. parochialism
MgHl simple faith in
Much as he wants to, he cannot
your precious'tpstitutional Church,
turn back the clock.
you might disisgrer that we don't,
Statement in support of the of Arts & Sciences, is plagued
Mr.
Tacelli
chose
to
conSince
after all, have all the answers and
by a disease that is symptochairman.
ceal his fear of freedom of free that we must join together with
matic of a more general ailWe find ourselves in substanthought beneath a facade of log- all men, whatever their beliefs,
ment in the University: nametial agreement with the stateical thinking, we will have to deal (even with Prof. D.) in dialogue
ment Chairman Armstrong has ly, the students just do not
with him on his own grounds. I and in search for religious truth
issued. We deplore the inconcare about Student Governshall try to give him the refuta- (if that is, in fact, attainable).
sistency of the students who ment.
tion for which he SO earnestly (?)
have been outspoken in their
Apathy, as was illustrated
Through the intercession of
He just doesn't know what
longs.
by tonight's lack of enough
criticism of student governGood Pope John, I will ask God
a university is.
ment and have demanded reinterested Constitutional Conto bestow His Spirit of Tolerance
A university is a place where upon you.
sponsible reform, and yet now vention delegates to form a
all views can be, indeed must be,
inhibit that same reform quorum, will destroy needed
Very sincerely,
Therefore, to put any
heard.
through their own irresponsireforms, unless there is acWilliam Muchely
bounds at all on academic freebility. To ignore the opportion.
Ed.
Mr.
'71
dom
is
a
self-contradiction.
tunity which now presents itWe, as students, members
disgrace.
self would be a
of the Class of '71, and Delegates to Con. Con., are surJames J. Kelly
prised and appalled to see
(President, A&S '69)
apathy so widespread that
George A. O'Toole
even most of the Delegates to
(Vice-President, A&S '69)
Dear Heights Super Heroes,
To the Editor:
the Constitutional Convention
James E. Mooney
I should think even a Heights f????)
do not care. We urge anyone
(Parliamentarian of the
reporter should be able to tell the Please be informed that you are
interested to attend the next
Convention)
difference between a pipe and a about to be sued for libelous and
meeting, November 30, 1967 in
cigar. I definitely was not smok- slanderous remarks which apHiggins 307.
An Open Letter to the Uniing a pipe, and never will. It so peared in the last boring issue
Sincerely yours,
versity.
happens that a nice gentleman of the Heights. We refer specifiTwo months ago, the Class
John LaMattina '71
offered me a Tiparillo, and natur- cally to references to "The huge
of 1971 entered the Boston
President
but immobile VBC line" and to a
ally I accepted (the Tiparillo).
Russ Gonnering '71
College community. This entry
I demand an apology. Besides, "cheap shot."
Vice-president '
was during a period of change
I should be allowed to smoke
This matter has been turned
and renewal in Student GovJames Brady '71
anything I so desire without the over to our attorneys, Resin,
Secretary
ernment. Now the organ of
censure of The Heights.
Pinque, and Broadbeamof Chester
thatv change, the ConstitutionFrank LaTorre '71
Love and Kisses,
Depot, Vermont
al Convention of the College
Treasurer
Mary Bliss
Sincerely,
P.S. I'm free Friday night.
The WVBC AU-Stars

They were ours

Today's date is...

ConCon controversy

Would it ber

port only legal
frontations at 1
While this co

what he says. However, he draws
from these two statements the
conclusion that the Church must
therefore teach the truth and elsewhere that she possesses the
truth.
In this statement that the
Church teaches truth by virtue of
this identification with Christ Who
is Truth, he makes a number of
errors. For one, in his shift from
the Church's being the extension
of truth to its teaching truth he
implies an identification of the
Church proper (the people of God)
with the Magisterium of the
Church. For another, he shows
that he seriously misunderstands
the meaning of his Johannine
quotation. Jesus' statement is in
a context; (John 14) He has just
told the Apostles that they know
the Way to the Father, and
Thomas has said they don't know
the way. He is asking for some
sort of map or conceptualization
of the way. It is at this point
that Jesus shows that Thomas has
completely missed the point by
saying "I am the Way," etc. The
emphasis of this statement is not
on the "way," the "truth," and
the "light" but on the"I AM."
And Thomas did know Jesus.
Just as Thomas confused the
way meaning route or manner,
with the Way which is Christ, so
Mr. Millerick and companions are
confusing the common notion of
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Me han discovers "the point"

__

.L

The Heights last Monday.
Or, in other words, "we administrators here at Boston College trust in the
responsibility of the students until a certain point, but after that, the best inter\
?) ??\u25a0%
ests of the university being at stake a
more responsibile and mature voice must
be heard
that of an administrator or a
member of the faculty."
"After all, students are young and
idealistic, and make mistakes; and it is
our university."
But the point is, Frs. Walsh and
Drury, that someone has to make the
final decision in every case. So every time
you condescendingly "correct" the "mistakes" of the students (before the Alumni or the rest of the outside world finds
out) ?as in The Stylus case this week?
all you're doing is again pointing out the
fact that you believe the students really
are second-rate members of this school,
and that you don't care enough about
them to take the risks of standing behind
them.
We realize that "faculty advisors"
(or as Fr. Walsh more truly calls them,
"moderators") will strongly disagree
with students?as Fr. Sweeney did this
week. We respect him for the way he
U
acted during the dispute. But for a uni77
i (us ts ol>%
versity to approve veto power as a matTo
cpf>cQ7V\>try
ter of policy is anachronistic and intolershake iv acaqbmic pcLtcy. \u25a0'
able.
Evidently you don't learn by past mistakes, and we're sure you won't learn by
the example of Richard Sawaya's resignation-in-protest. It is becoming more
and more evident that you won't learn
that "responsibility" means nothing without something to be responsible about
?until students here take the power by To the Editor:
themselves. We wonder what it will take
Interest has been expressed ministration's no>win policies in
to wrest the power from you and prove concerning
various resolutions Vietnam.
be
a
to you that Boston College can not
We condemn
university until it stops being "your" passed at the National and State Moise Tshombe
conventions of Young Americans the abduction of Moise Tshombe
university.

The ConCon--A new format
for the same impotence?
Because of the amount of publicity
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As Chairman of the Constituitional Convention, it is my
feeling that the failure to
achieve a quorum at the Convention meeting tonight symbolizes a generally irresponsible attitude on the part of
some of the delegates. It is
obvious that some of the delegates are unaware of the immense importance of what
should be done at this convention, and take their appointments to the convention very
lightly.

For years, people
have been complaining about
the structure of student government and have even questioned the value of its existence. Now is the time for
them to speak out. Now is
the time for them to offer constructive proposals for change.
As Chairman, I urge all of
the delegates to assume the
responsibility they voluntarily
sought. If they find this unbearable, then they should
resign.
Richard D, Armstrong, Jr.

What a line!
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More from South Street...
tempts to improve the physical
may meet with more
conditions
dorms are a perrennial occur- success, mainly
due to the efforts
rence. This year, however, atof the new Assistant Dean for
Resident Women, Miss Ann Flynn.
(Continued

from Page Three)

form of better food, more flexible
dress regulations, and a larger

share of rule-making power being
delegated to the students.

The over-riding problem for the
Flynn is presently working to
resident women is still the physisecure contracts with the realty cal condition of the dorms, accompanies who own the women's cording to
Mercendante.
dorms. In this way she hopes to
girl
who comes to live
eliminate some of the confusion "Each
Dr. C. Alexander Peloquin, di- that has surrounded attempts to at BC should figure on having to
her room. She would have
rector of the BC Chorale, will improve the dorms, and to give remodel
speak on folk music and the apos- the university more control of the to add at least another $50 onto
Room and Board cost if she wants
tolate of musicians in the modern dorms' operation.
to make the room decent?and
Improvements
already
have
sponLiturgical
Day
Church at a
come
some
to
of the dorms in the that's ridiculous," she said.
sored by the New England Liturgical Committee.
The symposium on folk music
and the liturgy will be held at Assumption Prep in Worcester on
Nov. 24.
Also on the agenda for the day
is a lab-type discussion under the
direction Rev. Donat Lamothe,
S.J., of Assumption College, in
which various examples of folk
music currently used in community worship will be presented.
Some of the recent publications
of liturgical music in the folk idiom will be on display during the
day between 10:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. The program will conclude
with the celebration of Mass by
Bishop Bernard J. Flanagan of
Photo by Sheila Berube
Worcester.
Deliveries at the service entrance.

Peloquin to talk

on liturgicalfolk
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Apparently the White Knight hasn't been here.

Leadership program
(Continued from Page Seven)

made to orient the participants to
the field of the sponsor and to
train him for leadership positions
in a particular industry. Here the
program is being used to educate
the student in, general without
limiting his horizon.
The F'rogram Outline for the
weekend reads: "A weekend
workshop, i.e. from supper Friday

...

evening until Sunday afternoon,
will be conducted at a live-in conference center. The focus of the
weekend is the development of
leadership potential in individual
students, faculty and administrators, in order to increase their
effectiveness in carrying out their
respective roles on campus.
The format will be similar to that
developed by the National Training Laboratory."

..
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The KOTC
(Continued from Page Five)

C/CPT James T. Dunn received
his third award, and second
awards went to C/CPT George J.
Thurnher, C/2LT Paul J. Gontarz, and C/SGT's Gregory A.
Mack and Gerald M. Post. Also
receiving their second awards
were C/PFC David G. Caponigro,
C/PFC Jeffery W. Egner, and
C/PFC Mark Hausher.
First time recipients of the Academic Achievement Insignia were
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in review

C/CPT Arthur J. Dolan and

Selection for this honor is determined by a three fold requirement. The cadet must be in the
upper half of his academic class
and the upper third of his military
science class; he must have exhibited definite leadership ability;
and he must be approved by the
On Sunday, November 12, thir- Dean of his college and the Proteen senior cadets were designat- fessor of Military Science.
ed Distinguished Military Students The thirteen cadets honored
for the academic year 1967-68. were Richard A. Lyko and Robert
O'Neil from the College of Arts
and Sciences, William Collins and
Carmine Egidio of the School of
Education and Arthur Caggiano,
Paul Callen, Arthur Dolan, Daniel
Donovan, James Dunn, Robert
Schraven, Michael Sherry and Wil- Bob Schraven prepares to spring an ambush on unsuspecting patrol.
The patrol reacted swiftly and silenced both Schraven and his 30 caliber
liam Topor, all from the College machine gun.
of Business Administration.
C/SGT's James G. Blake, James
S. Kavanah, Harold Damelin, and
Francis M. Donovan Jr. Also cited
were C/PFC's Mark Bohan, Louis
A. D'Onofrio, William J. Good in,
William T. Holden, Robert E. Kenney, Lawrence G. McDade, and
William J. Laffey Jr.

Black Berets rough it
for Fort Devens trip

Distinguished Military Students. (I. to r.) Arthur Caggiano, Paul Callen,
Arthur Dolan, Colonel John L Murphy, Rev. George Drury, S.J., Daniel
Donovan, James Dunn, and Carmine Egidio. Standing are Richard Lyko,
Robert O'Neil, Robert Schraven, Michael Sherry, and William Topor.

The Brigade, commanded by
C/LTC Richard A. Lyko, consists
of two Battalions, color guard, cision marching.
and the ROTC Band.
When the Drill Team concluded
The day was the occasion for its performance, members of the
several "firsts." The most obvious Counterguerrilla Platoon put on
of these was the joining of the hand to hand comoat demonstraBand and the Chorale for a half tion. Arthur Caggiano and Jack
time show. Their rendition of the McDade acted as demonstrators
Battle Hymn of the Republic eli- and showed that with proper
cited a great deal of favorable training even a small man can
comment
easily defend himself against a
Another "first" that aroused
comment was the half time routine presented by the ROTC Lewis
Drill Team. It was the first time
the team had performed at a half
time, and was also the first time
it has been mistaken for the VMI

entire unit was assembled and

larger opponent.

The success of the weekend was

given some instruction in Battle due largely to the efforts of the
Drill by C/MAJ Robert Schraven. Junior and Senior cadets.

Schraven was assisted in his

presentation by Super Squad, a
group composed of Senior advisors
to the unit.
The entire three day exercise
was spent in the field. The unit
slept in tents, and enjoyed such
nourishing meals as C rations and
training. A secondary objective canned stew.
was to give the cadets the opporthe program, and the Army in tunity to test their skills against
general.
highly regarded Northeastern
University Counterguerrilla PlaDuring the open house period,
toon.
the Lewis Drill Team presented
Phase one consisted of the seleca second show. This one employed
tion
of a centrally located and
sound effects along with their precamp

ROTC Day ceremonies
marked by spit andpolish
On Saturday, November 11, the
ROTC Cadet Brigade, 360 strong,
marched onto Alumni Field to
commence the annual ROTC Day.

On the weekend of November
3-5, sixty members of the "Black
Beret" Counterguerrilla Platoon
conducted a four phase field training exercise at Fort Devens Massachusetts.
The purpose of the exercise was
to orient the new members of the
unit to the type of training they
can expect during the year, and
to give old members additional

The actual program of instruction offered was determined by
the Qninterguerrilla Platoon staff.
In the field, other Senior cadets
supervised the various phases.
The Junk* "non-coms" in the
unit were responsible for insuring
that orders and directives from
cadet officers were complied with.

defendable site for a base
and command post This was done
Friday night by a thirteen man
"Quartering Party."
Phase two began the following
morning when combat patrols
were sent out to "find and
destroy" Northeastern University's Counterguerrilla Unit. The

NU group, which numbered ap-

proximately one hundred men,
was operating in the same area

and with a similar mission.
During the- day, the success of
onstration caused quite a bit of
the Quartering Party became
comment also. Several observers
readily apparent. The Northeastinquired about the possibility of
ern command post, which was
AS THEY REACH FOR THEIR CAN OPENERS
five ROTC cadets
classes being conducted for the
located at a site the Quartering chuckle over several hundred pounds of food that they claim will be
not
in
benefit of students
the Party
had rejected the day be- sent to Vietnam.
drill team.
ROTC program. At the present fore,
was discovered and overrun
being
time no action is
considered by
a BC patrol. On the other hand,
Following the football game, the by
the Counterguerrilla Unit.
the BC command post nevercame
ROTC conducted an open house at
the day, the ROTC under attack.
their offices in Roberts Center. Throughout
Throughout the day there were
cadets and cadre attempted to
Parents and guests of the cadets present samples of all aspects numerous contacts between BC
then had the opportunity to ques- of the Military Science program and NU patrols. Regular Army
tion members of the cadre about at Boston College.
officers who acted as referees conWednesday, Thursday and Friday of last week were the final
cluded that the BC unit success- days of Operation Christmas Star, and the drive proved itself to be
fully accomplished its mission.
the most successful ever.
The third phase consisted of a
Approximately one ton of candy, reading matter, writing maternight "escape and evasion" prob- ials and shaving gear were collected for shipment to Vietnam.
lem. Once again Northeastern
The response to the Christmas Star appeal come primarily from
acted as the "aggressors."
students. Colleges such as Simmons, Emmanuel, and State joined
For this problem, the BC cadets with Cardinal Cushing, Fitton, and St Clare's high schools in supwere required to work their way porting the BC organized drive.
hack to friendly lines through
The sheer volume of the response necessitated changes from last
dense woods and swamps in total year's procedures. It took three nights instead of one to wrap the
darkness. Adding to their prob- goods, and considerably more money was needed to pay postage
lems were the NU cadets who fees.
attempted to capture the evaders.
Nevertheless,by Saturday, November 11, over 525 packages were
In spite of these drawbacks, all ready to be put in the mail, with notes explaining that they came
but three of the BC cadets suc- from Boston College through the efforts of BC students and students
cessfully completed the problem. from the schools previously mentioned.
The final phase, held on Sunday
All of the packages will be sent in care of former Boston Colmorning, was a practical exercise lege ROTC instructors who are now on active duty in Vietnam,
in Battle Drill. Each of the six to assure proper distribution.
teams in the Counterguerrilla PlaOf the five hundred plus that are going, fifty will be sent to
toon were given a tactical prob- Major Amona K. Ho, twenty-five to Major Floyd J. Schafer, and
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Richard A. Lyke and his staff salute the lem, and were rated on their twenty-five to Sergeant James Noel. Master Sergeant John R. Secor,
and ISG John F. Comeau each will receive two hundred. The latter
National Colors. Staff members are (I. to r.) Carmine Egidio, William reaction to it.
Prior to this reaction test, the two men are serving with front line troops.
Topor, Arthur Dolan, and George Thurnher.

The hand to hand combat dem-

...

Operation Christmas Star
breaks previous records
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Prof. Howard Zinn:

In

defense of blocking Dow

(Editor's Note: Howard Zinn, a professer at Boston University, has written Vietnam: The
Logic of Withdrawal; The Southern Mystique; SNCC: The New Abolitionists; and La Guardia in
Congress, which won the Albert J. Beveridge History Prize. The following article is reprinted
through thecourtesy of the BU News.)

On Campus Am

South Vietnam," have written:
"Napalm is a highly sticky in(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
flammable jelly which clings to
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)
anything it touches and burns with
such heat that all oxygen in the
area is exhausted within moments.
Death is either by roasting or by
FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS
suffiication. Napalm wounds are
At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting
often fatal (estimates are 90%).
test?by
picketing,
leafleting,
in your choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't
Those who survive face a living
you pause and give a thought to football's greatest and,
speaking?against Dow, napalm
alas, most neglected name ? I refer, of course, to Champert
death. The victims are frequently
and the war. That is a plain exSigafoos.
children." Napalm is dropped
ercise of speech, press and asChampert Sigafoos (1714-1928) started life humbly on
daily on the villages, the forests,
sembly. But physical interposition
a
near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both
farm
Vietnam
people
by
the
of
Ameriwhere Dow or recruiters are
were bean-gleaners, and Champert became
Walter,
named
can bombers; the saturationbombblocked from carrying on their rebean-gleaner too. But he tired of the work and went to
a
ing of that tiny country is one of
cruiting, opens puzzling questions.
Montana wherehe got a job with a logging firm. Here the
the cruelest acts perpetrated by
As one concerned with both civil
bean-gleaner worked as a stump-thumper. After
erstwhile
any nation in modern history; it
libertiesand the war, I would Uke
a month he went to North Dakota where he tended the
ranks with the destruction of Lito think aloud for a while, in print,
furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he drifted to
dice by the Germans, the crushing
Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper). Then to
and try to reach some conclusions.
Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then
of the Hungarian rebellion by the
First, it seems to me that the
recent
to Kentucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oatslaughRussians,
the
mass
"civil liberties" of Dow Chemical themselves, by physical interpositoter). Then to Long Island where he dressed poultry
are not in question. "Civil liber- tion, against Dow Chemical's bus- ter in Indonesia.
(duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he drove a delivery
Dr. Richard E. Perry, an Amerities" encompass various forms of iness activities?
van
for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then to Minnesota
freedom of expression, as well as To do so would be to "take the can physician, write in Redbook
where
he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada
certain procedural guarantees law into one's own hands, in order in January, 1967, on his return
where he determined the odds in a gambling house (dicefrom Vietnam: "I have been an
against arbitrary police or judicipricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted camera
is exactly what civil disobedience
al action, and are fairly well is: the temporary taking of the orthopedic surgeon for a good
lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tancovered by the first, eighth and law into ones' own hands, in order number of years, with rather a
nery, beating pig hides until they were soft and supple
fourteenth Amendments. No one is to declare what the law should be. wide range of medical experience.
(hog-f.ogger). Here occurred the event that changed not
abrogating Dow's right to express It is a declaration that there is But nothing could have prepared
only Champert's life, but all of ours.
my
me
for
encounters
with
Vietthe
recent
demviews;
indeed,
its
an incongruence between the law
Next door to Champert's hog-floggery was a mooring
onstrators in this area invited and humane values, and that namese women and children
for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by
mast
the Dow representative to sometimes this can only be pub- burned by napalm. It was shockgirl named Graffa yon Zeppelin. Champert watched
a
phying and sickening, even for a
state his case publicly, and gave licized by breaking the law.
heart turned
Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his
sician, to see and smell the
beauty was not
him a platform for this purpose.
love.
Graffa's
Though
and
he
knew
over,
Civil disobedience can take two blackened flesh."
If Dow wanted to set up a table,
quite perfect?one of her legs was shorter than the other
violating a law which is
forms:
We are not, then, dealing with
(blimp-gimper)-she was nonetheless ravishing, what
or hold a meeting, to declare its
symbolically enactwith her tawny hair and her eyes of Lake Louise blue and
trivialities, but with monstrous
views, any interference would be obnoxious; or
ing a law urgently needed. When deeds. This fact somehowbecomes
her marvelously articulated haunches. Champert, smitten,
a violation of civil liberties.
counters, lost in
ran quickly back to the hog-floggery to plan the wooing.
the bland, reasoned talk of
However, the actions of an indi- Negroes sat-in at lunch
they were engaging in both forms: businessmen and university officiTo begin with, naturally, he would give Graffa a presvidual or group which (unlike
state laws on segre- als, who speak as if Dow were just
This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all
violated
ent.
they
even the most malicious or sland- gation
know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought
trespassing; they were another business firm, recruiting
and
erous speech) have immediate
Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he
symbolically enacting a pubfor some innocuous purpose,
and irremediable effects on the also
did have: ingenuity and pigskin.
accommodations law even be- making radios or toothpaste.
lives and liberties of others, must lic
So he selected several high grade pelts and stitched
fore it was written into the civil
The root issue, it shouldbe clear,
sometimes be restricted for the
them together and blewair into themand made for Graffa
rights act of 1964.
is not simply napalm; it is the
a perfectly darling little replica of a dirigible. "She will
health and safety of the public.
assume,
of
I
would
us,
Most
in
which
whole,
Vietnam
war
as
a
love this," said he confidently to himself and proceeded to
pass
against
laws
murThus, we
make ready to call on Graffa.
der, rape arson. Thus, we regu- support civil disobedience under a far-off country is being sysFirst, of course, he shaved with Personna Super Staincircumstances:
would
some
we
destroyed,
and
its
products.
tematically
late the sale of harmful
less
Steel Blades. And wouldn't you? If you were looking
who
the
defied
population decimated, by the
We even restrict the restaurant commend those
impress
a girl, if you wanted jowls as smooth as ivory,
to
owner's freedom to choose his cus- Fugitive Slave Act by harboring greatest military power on earth.
dewlaps like damask, a chin strokable, cheeks fondlesome,
tomers by racial standards. To a Negro slave, and those who The war itself is the object of
upper lip kissable, would you not use the blade that
enacted emanci- the civil disobedience; the use of
put it more broadly: the whole symbolically
whisks away whiskers quickly and slickly, tuglessly and
body of criminal and social legis- pation by trying to prevent napalm is one particularly bestial
nicklessly, scratchlessly and matchlessly? Would you not,
lation is designed to restrict some emancipation by trying to prevent tactic in this war.
in short, choose Personna, available both in Injector style
This brings us to the second conand double-edge style? Of course you would.
people's freedom of action (not soldiers in Boston from returning
their civil liberties) in order to Anthony Burns to his master. dition for civil disobedience; the
safeguard the health and happi- Otherwise?to declare that the inadequacy of legal channels for
law in all circumstances is to be redressing the grievance. This is
ness of others.
obeyed?to suppress the veryspirit manifestly true in the case of the
preventTherefore, a law which
ed Dow Chemical Company from of democracy, to surrender indi- Vietnam war, which is being
recruiting people who might be vidual conscience to an omnipot- waged completely outside the
engaged in the manufacture, sale, ent state. Thus the issue becomes: American constitutional process,
or promotion of a substance to be under what circumstances is civil by the President and a handful of
dropped on men, women and chil- disobedience justified and is the advisors. Congress is troubled, but
of follows sheep-like what the White
dren in order to burn them to Dow Chemical situation one
circumstances?
those
easily
justifiable
be
House decrees. The Supreme
death would
as the Meat Inspection act of 1906. It seems to me there are two es- Court, by tradition, leaves foreign
It would (unlike a law interfering sential conditions for the right to policy questions to the "political"
with talk for or against such a civil disobedience. One is that the branches of government (the
substance) no more be an in- human value at stake must in- President and Congress) but refringement of civil liberties than volve fundamental rights, like cently one of its more conservaa law barring the indiscriminate life, health, liberty. There is no tive members, Justice Potter
So Champert, his face a study in epidermal elegance,
sale of deadly poisons at the cor- real cause, for instance, to diso- Stewart, said that perhaps the
rushed next door with his little pigskin dirigible. But
bey a traffic light because it is in- Court should review the constituner grocery.
Graffa, alas, had run off, alas, with a bush pilot who speThe doctrine that the "civil lib- conveniently long. But human tionality of the war. This, after
in dropping limes to scurvy-ridden Eskimo vilcialized
or
war
American
corporations
slavery,
racism,
100,000
are violator
casualties!
erties" of
(fruit-chuter).
lages
Citizens have taken to the audied regulatory laws was predom- these are overwhelmingly importChampert, enraged, started kicking his little pigskin
inant in this country during the ant. Thus, the argument "what if toriums and to the streets precisely
blimp all over the place. And who should walk by just
age of"the Robber Barons," and everyone disobeyed the law every because they have no other way
then but Jim Thorpe, Knute Rockne, Walter Camp, and
was constitutionally sanctioned for time it displeased them" falls be- to protest; yet both President and [ Pete Rozelle!
about fifty years, until 1938. Then, fore the observable fact that those Vice-President declare with the
They walked silently, heads down, four discouraged
a sharply worded opinion by Jus- who engage in civil disobedience brazenness of petty dictators that
men. For weeks they had been trying to invent football,
but they couldn't seem to find the right kind of ball. They
tice Black (Connecticut General are almost always law-abiding no civic outcry will change their
isvery
policy.
imIf ever there was an
tried everything-hockeypucks, badminton birds, bowling
Life Insurance Company vs. John- citizens who on certain
balls, quoits-but nothing worked. Now seeing Champert
son) declared that corporations portant issues deliberately, openly, sue which called for civil disokicking his pigskin spheroid, their faces lit up and as one
should no longer be considered temporarily violate the law to com- bedience, it is this run away war.
man they hollered "Eureka!" The rest is history.
"persons" to be protected by the municate a vital message to their Then why do we become uneasy \
©1967, Max Shulman
;
when students interfere with Dow
* * *
"due process" clause of the 14th fellow citizens.
about
you've
any
your presSpeaking of kicks, if
got
What of Dow Chemical and na- Chemical? Occasionally, we read I
Amendment.
regular
Burma-Shave,
shave
or
menthol.
try
cream,
enl
It soon became established in palm? Four American physicians, of housewives blocking off a busy
regulaFourteen)
in
Problems
of
report,
(Cotinued
page
that
the
a
"Medical
on
constitutional law
Many faculty members and students, being passionate opponents
of American violence in Vietnam,
and also insistent civil libertarians are troubled by the recent
demonstrations against Dow
Chemical. No dilemma exists
where the action is merely pro-

tion of business was not a deprivation of civil liberty, that what is
known as "substantive due process" would apply only to cases
where real persons were being deprived of their rights of free expression. Today, it is well established constitutionally that the
U.S. government could make illegal the manufacture of napalm,
and charge any persons recruiting for a napalm manufacturing
company with conspiring to violate the law.
But: there is no such law. Indeed, the government itself has
ordered the napalm manufactured
by Dow, and is using it to burn
and kill Vietnamese peasants.
Should private citizens (students,
faculty?in
this instance) act

>T
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Mod. Language 'phantom'
very active in research
By James Donovan

News Staff

Dr. Joseph Szoverffy is the phantom of the modern language professors. He
teaches two courses, history of the German language and medieval narrative prose
literature. Other than when he is in the classroom one cannot predict where he will
be.
"The achievements of these
While he was at Budapest, the
Usually, it is safe to assume
conquered and occupied
by
turning
he
or
towards
Germans
doing
poets,
that is
research
finish- three
ing a manuscript. The secretary Christian responsibility, created a Hungary and Poland.
of the Department will give you tripod, so to speak, of Christian "From 1939 to 1945 my generaa list of his works that covers humanism, Germanic barbarian tion could not go outside Hungary,
seven pages. He is currently work- tradition, and classical tradition, except of course to go to Gering on his magnum opus, an eight upon which not only the Middle many."
Photo by Dave Flanagan
volume history of Medieval lyric Ages but our own age essentially He joined the Resistance and Prof. Joseph Szoverffy of the Modern Language Department addresses a
poetry, the third volume of which stand."
aided Poles who fled through class in Medieval narrative prose literature.
will be published this winter.
He is a loquacious man, and Hungary to Egypt, and eventually Loire River in France. Standing he says,"and their number should
must talk to him to under- to England. He acted as the in a room appointed with French be cut down, letting the students
Thursday,
you
9,
Nov.
he deLast
livered the James Loeb Memorial stand him. You learn that he is middle-man in supplying Resist- provincial furniture and bedraped take electives in humanistic
Lecture at Harvard entitled 'The a man of strong opinions, with an ance fighters with arms, and his with part of his large collection studies."
World of the Later Latin Poets', intense concern for his personal apartment was filled with weapons of oriental rugs, he observed that: He objects to the theology rethroughout the war.
"All that I have, came from this quirements on practical rather
in which he established the basis and intellectual freedom.
trends
in
says,
of the humanist
"I like my freedom," he
After 1945, the Communists typewriter."
than philosophical grounds, and
Medieval poetry and post- "I don't want to feel that I'm gained control of Hungary, and In Switzerland he received his thinks that two courses, rather
Reformation literature.
limited
whether politically or one tyranny was replaced by an- Dr.Phil. Habil. from the Univer- than the current four, would be
He cited the poets Sidanius intellectually." His background other. In 1948, he crossed the sity of Fribourg. He taught at sufficient for many students.
border illegally with his mother, Fribourg and in Holland, and then "I am not against a student's
Apollinarius, Claudian, and Futil- explains this concern.
ius Namatianus as the "break in Born in Transylvania in 1920, and after barely escaping from moved to Ireland in 1950, where taking many theology courses,"
tradition from the frivolous lit- nine days after the region was the Communist sector of Austria, he became an Irish citizen and he explains, "as long as he
erature of the past," and at- annexed to Rumania, he grew up arrived in Switzerland. His only archivist for the Irish Folklore chooses them."
tributed their conversion to as a Hungarian under Rumanian possession at the time was his Commission at University College, In summarizing his views on
Christianity and belief in Christian rule. In 1943, he received his typewriter, which he carried Dublin.
core
Dr.
curriculum,
the
involvement and responsibility as Ph.D. from the University of across the border. He lives now,
In 1957 he moved to Canada Szoverffy, who himself was eduthe significant factor in the Budapest, and at 23 was one of with his mother, in an apartment
and taught at the University of cated at the University of Budachange of literary themes towards the youngest to publish a doctoral house converted from a mansion
In 1962 he came to the pest after fulfilling the 'core redissertation.
modeled after a chateau on the Ottawa.
humanism and concern for man.
United States and became Asso- quirements' of a gymnasium,
.. \u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
,;.
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"
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ciate Professor of Medieval Ger- states that "I feel it is time to
man Literature and Philology at give a second look as to whether
Vale University. He then became the new core requirements (estaban American citizen.
lished five years ago) achieve
objectives in educational
In 1965 he became Professor their
policy, since I am not absolutely
?

-?
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of German and Medieval Studies
at Boston College.
His concern for personal freedom and humanistic study are
evidenced in his opinions on what
improvements could be made at
BC, specifically, the core curriculum.
Dr. Szoverffy thinks that there
are too many core requirements
of theology and philosophy, and
that these tend to overload the
student and prevent him from taking courses in humanities that
may be more personally relevant
to him.
"There are too many prescribed
courses in the core curriculum,"

convinced about it.
"I believe that Boston College
students are intellectually very
well equipped and can compete
with students from better universities; but frequently I feel that
we don't give them enough challenge. We must expose them,
even on an undergraduate level,
to intellectual problems, instead
of spoon-feeding them."
If you disagree with him but
suffer from an inability to communicate properly in English, use
another language in addressing
him. He speaks six and reads
fourteen, so you shouldn't have
any problem.

Joint committee formed

to act on academic

rights

Following a suggestion by Rev. Charles Donovan, S.J., academic
vice-president, a joint committee is being formed to act on the
recommendations concerning academic rights of the Study on Student Life. The committee will be comprised of two members from
the Educational Policy Committees of each of the four colleges.
The recommendations of the Study include the drafting of a
charter on academic rights and responsibilities, which would guarantee for the student foreknowledge of course content, term paper
requirements, etc. Also suggested is the composition of a student
bill of rights precisely stating the safeguards students have against
such things as search and seizure and the strict separation of academic records from counseling and disciplinary records.
The members of the joint committee as selected by their respective EPC's are: assistant professor of chemistry Nedl Jurinski
and professor of psychology Joseph Cautela from the College of
Arts and Sciences; Assistant Dean Sister Margaret Mary and assistant professor of nursing education Dorothy Walker from the
School of Nursing; Assistant Dean Christopher Flynn and professor
of Finance Raymond Flynn from the College of Business Adminis-

The clme, fast, comfortable electric shave, t;

©1967 North American Philips Company, Inc., 100 Cost -t2rtd Street, New York, N. Y. 10017

tration. The names of the members from the School of Education
were not available.
The purpose of the joint committee is to provide a degree of
conformity in standards among the four colleges. However, since,
according to professor Jurinski, the EPC's are autonomous bodies,
the report of the joint committee would have to be ratified by
each of the EPC's. The committee has yet to meet and thus a format for consideration of the study's proposals has not been formulated. However, professor Jurinski hopes that the College of Arts
and Sciences' Statement on Student Rights and Responsibilities of
last year could serve as guidelines for the joint committee.
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CIA moves off campus
for student interviews

Lack of liaison blamed
for communication tie-up

The Central Intelligence Agency has canceled its
scheduled recruiting appointments on-campus this Monday at the request of Rev. George L. Drury, S.J., Director of Student Affairs.

By ANDREW FAVRET
News Staff

A lack of communication between the Supercommittee'sSubcommittee on Communication and
the Executive Committee has resulted in the failure to implement many of the subcommittee's
proposals.

This situation centers around the resignation
last April of Michael Egger, the member of the
Executive Committee in liaison with Communications. According to Richard Olsen, Chairman of
the Communications Subcommittee. A new liaison
was never appointed, resulting in a lack of representation at the Executive Committee decisions
on subcommittee recommendations in June.
What this means, according to Olsen, is that
the proposals concerning Communications have been acted on.
Obviously, the primary medium of communication taken under consideration was that of the
University newspaper, The Heights. The subcommittee called for "financial and legal autonomy"
of the Heights, meaning that the newspaper would
be freed from censorship of.the Administration
but would cease to receive financial support from
the school.
Fr. Robert Ferrick S.J., a member of the
Executive Committee, stated that the main reason this proposal was rejected was that in their
very few of

opinion, The Heights was not able financially to
exist autonomously. The Executive Committee
decided to flatly reject this proposal pending the
submission of a Charter of The Heights clearly
delineating the relationship and responsibility of
the newspaper to the Administration and the student body.
The subcommittee also submitted proposals
for a weekly gazette, a means of exchange between the different spheres of University concern
and a feature supplement of the Heights. According to Joseph Ryan, the failure to establish a
feature magazine was due largely to a lack of

The request, made through the
office of BC's Director of Placement, George Donaldson, was
prompted by the fact that there
is no administrative policy regarding student demonstrations, Fr.

Drury told The Heights.
The CIA will still conduct interviews Monday, but off-campus, at
the Federal Building in Government Center.
In commenting on his request,
immediate finances and the absence of individuals willing to organize and publish such a peri- Fr. Drury said, "rather than try
odical. The weekly gazette, he said, which was to formulate policy in the midst
I would
given complete approval by the Executive Com- of possible antagonism.
mittee, is forthcoming, probably within a month rather see policy made in a calm
atmosphere. I didn't want to see
or two.
Olsen had a number of other complaints fo- reaction in the face of a crisis
cusing on the Executive Committee's failure to situation."
accept the "background consideration" of the
Fr. Drury emphasized that his
Communications subcommittee. Both Fr. Fer- decision was not indicative of a
rick and Ryan said that in most cases the Execu- change in the university's open
tive Committee was unaware of such additional recruitment policy. If the CIA had
data and cited this as another example of the insisted that the university uphold
lack of communications between the two com- its commitment and allow intermittees.
views on campus, then the uni-

.

Howard Zinn on Dow protests

versify would have consented, Fr.
Drury noted.
Concerning the need for a policy
on student demonstrations, Fr.
Drury said he would like to see
the regulation drawn up by the
forthcoming Student Rules Committee.
The need for such a policy is
acute, however, so "I must go
ahead and formulate the policy
now, subject to a recommendation by the Rules Committee.
The policy will "recognize the
individual's right to dissent in an
orderly manner but also respect
the rights of all parties involved,"
Fr. Drury said.
The Heights sought comments
on the ClA's campus cancellation

from CPF and SDS members.
Tom Gallagher (A&S 70) is a
CPF member; he participated in
the picketing of Dow Chemical
when it came to BC. Gallagher
declared that he was against the
administration's decision. The
CIA, he said, "cannot refuse to
speak to everyone who wants to
see them, whether or not for recruitment purposes."
An SDS member who wished to
remain anonymous also was critical of Fr. Drury's action. He said,
"They (the CIA) should defend
what they are recruiting for
It's not a question of open re."
cruitment for?

values which we will express in character, where every participant down from heaven that the officiaction. If we do not discriminate has limited liability. The total ef- als of a University may not exintersection because children have in
the actions we support or op- fect, however, is a thousand times press
there
result
of
been killed
as a
the pose,
themselves on public issues.
we cannot rectify the terri- more pernicious than that of the
lack of traffic lights. These houseIt
is time (if not now, when? asks
ble injustices of the present world. individual entrepreneur of viowives thereby interfere with the
the
Old Testament) for the UniIf the world is destroyed,
freedom of automobiles and of Whether the issue of the Viet- lence.
white-collar
versity
crime,
to forsake the neutrality
pedestrians, in order to temporari- nam war is more effectively pre- it will be a
in a businesslke way, by of the 1.8.M. machines, and join
ly regulate, or even disrupt, traf- sented by protest and demonstra- done
large numbers of individuals in- the human race.
fic, on behalf of the lives of chil- tion (that is, the exercise of
volved
in a chain of actions, each
dren hoping this will lead to the speech, press, assembly) rather
one
a touch of innocence.
having
by
disobedience,
civil
permanent regulation of traffic by than
is a
the
University
government. (Those are not the question of tactics, and varies
Sometimes
automobiles that killed the child, with each specific situation. Differ- speaks of the "right of recruitanymore than this Dow Chemical ent student groups (at Harvard ment." There is no absolute right
The next
representative, or the student he and M.1.T., for instance) have of recruitment, however, because
is recruiting, is actually dropping used one or another against Dow (beyond the package of civil liberrecruitment, and each tactic has ties connected with free expres- i regular issue of
the napalm bomb.)
Why do we so easily sympathize its own advantages. I tend to fa- sion and procedural guarantees,
THE HEIGHTS
with actions like that, where per- vor the protest tactic as keeping which are the closest we can get
haps one child was killed, and not the central issue of the war clear- to "absolute" right) all rights are
Test yourself...
you see in the ink blots?
with actions against Dow Chemi- er. But, it students or faculty en- relative. I doubt that B.U. would $
do
W
hat
appear
will
on
cal, where countless children have gaged in civil disobedience, I open its offices to the Klu Klux
been victims? It is possible that would consider that morally de- Klan for recruiting, or that it
Dec. 7
would apply an absolute right of $
we subconsciously distinguish be- fensible.
to
private
enterprise
peddlers
sellstudent-faculty
tween the identifiable children So much for
acJapanese 11
but what of the University ing poisonous food on campus. \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605*\u2605*\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605* [1] A
down the street (who move us), tion
When
the
of
University
Pennsyland the faceless children of that administration? The University's
Just an ink spot?
remote Asian land (who do not)? acceptance of Dow Chemical re- vania announced it would end its
Is it possible also that the well- cruiting as just another business germ-warfare research project, it
Vesuvius?
Mount
dressed, harassed representative transaction is especially disheart- was saying that there is no absoof Dow Chemical is more human, ening, because it is the University lute right to do research on anytherefore more an object of sym- which tells students repeatedly on thing, for any purpose.
to
pathy,
the well-dressed, ceremonial occasions that it hopes The existence of University "seharassed officials of the University students will be more than fact curity" men (once known as cam(and to us), than the burning, absorbing automations, that they pus police) testifies that all actions
bleeding, blurred faces of the Viet- will choose human values, and on campus are not equally tolerstand up for them courageously. able. The University makes moral
namese?
There is a common argument For the University to sponsor Dow choices all the time. If it can reguA Gene Autry saddle?
Staplers?
which says: but where will these Chemical activities as a protective late the movement of men into
TOT
student actions lead? If we justify civil liberty means that the Uni- women's dormitories (in a firm
(TOT Staplers!? What in...)
one act of civil disobedience, must versity (deposit its course in Con- stand for chastity or perhaps some
we not justify them all? Do they stitutional Law) still accepts the other value equally dear), then
then have the right to disobey 19th century definition substantive why cannot it regulate the comthe Civil Rights Acts? Where does due process as defending corpora- ing and going of corporations into
it stop? That argument withers tions against regulation, that (de- the University, where the value is
Jay Peak,
away, however, once we recognize spite a library with books on civil human life, and the issue is huliberties)
University
suffering?
the
still
does
man
the
distinction between free
And if students are willing to
speech, where absolute toleration not understand what civil liberties
is a social good, and free action, are, that (despite its entrance re- take the risks of civil disobediwhere the existence of values quirement of literacy) the Univer- ence, to declare themselves for
New 61 passenger tram triples
other than free speech demands sity has not read in the news- the dying people of Vietnam, canyour skiing time
papers
our
damage
of
the
terrible
milder
not
the
take
a
right
wrong
University
that we choose
over
Walter Foeger's famous Natur
and respond accordingly. We napalm bombs have done to in- step, but one which makes the
Teknik Ski School
same declaration
and cancel
Instant TV replay
should remember that the social nocent people.
Over 40 trails and slopes
The fact that there is only an the invitation to Dow Chemical?
utility of free speech is in giving
(including 1000 staples)
[//%L\
East's highest snow-making area
Larger size CUB Desk
us the informational base from indirect connection between Dow Why cannot the University
so
Attractive ski week rates
Stapler only $1.69
which we can then make social recruiting B.U. students and na- much more secure show a meaUnconditionally guaranteed.
choices in action. To limit free palm dropped on Vietnamese vil- sure of social commitment, a bit
At any stationery, variety, or book store.
speech is to distort our capacity lages, does not vitiate the moral of moral courage? Should not
A
®
speaks
To
refrain
issue.
It
the
nature
the
which
so
precisely
University,
to make such choices.
is
of
INC.
from making choices is to say modern mass murder that it is not often about students having "valTROY,
NORTH
VERMONT
MOSTPROGRESSIVE
SKI
RESORT
free
of
its
own?
WORLD'S
beyond
visibly
ues,"
that
the issue of
direct like individual murdeclare some
It
Phont: (802)988-2611
speech we have no substantive der, but takes on a corporate is written on no tablets handed
\u25a0MtatCasm TomM* antf tanhrSU R«iM
(Continued from Page 16)
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UMass here next week
By Kevin Kelley
Sports Staff

Burning Bush
Bob Ryan

New Hampshire has never been considered a breeding ground for great footEastern collegiate athletics, the usual weak sisters
ball players. A week from tomorrow, however, UMass coach Vie -Fusia will bring the
on
the
national scene, might instead be at the top of
exception to the rule into Alumni Stadium in the person of quarterback Greg Landry.
something this winter. It is quite possible that the best
Landry is the senior from
The Redmen are once again is senior Jim Mitchell, a 235 college basketball in the country will be in the East.
Nashua who has many a pro scout driving toward a Conference title pounder who has been opening Start, of course, with BC. Then add Princeton, Syracuse,
taking up temporary residence in and a victory over a natural rival holes for the running backs all Temple, Holy Cross, Villanova, St. John's, Columbia, St.
Amherst?the better to keep close like Boston College, despite our season, and on defense lineback- Peter's of Jersey City, and LaSalle, not to mention Calrecord, would be well savored in er Ernie Smith has been closing vin Murphy and Niagara, and you've got a lot of first
tabs on him.
Amherst.
them equally as well.
class clubs, more, perhaps, than in any other section of
In three years of varsity ball,
the
country.
Massachusetts
Greg has amassed over 4floo
University
yards in total offense and has
already broken the New England record in this category. A
record previously held by Jack
Concannon, a somewhat familiar
name around Chestnut Hill and
presently the signal caller for
the Chicago Bears.

of
While it is Landry, both as a The
passer and a runner, that makes has been building slowly year by
the Indians go, he is well comple- year. They have already reached
mented both on offense and de- the point where they are threatening to make the Yankee Conferfense.
His primary receiver is sophomore Jerry Grasso, a former
quarterback at Everett, whom
Fusia converted to the flanker
position. Grasso has the size,
speed, moves, and hands to continue the line of outstanding receivers that began with Milt
Morin and Bob Meers several

This will be the second time
since the turn of the century that
BC and UMass have played each
other. Last fall, the Eagles beat
the Yankee conference Champions
in a tough 14-7 game in which the years ago.
wind played as important a role
as any single performer.
In the line, at offensive tackle

Gridiron blues
Tom Sugrue
Did someone say this has been a long season so far
in football? Well, brother, as the saying goes, you ain't
seen nothing yet. The season record stands at 2-5 and
now here come Syracuse, UMass, and Holy Cross.
In the four years I've been at BC, the football fortunes have never looked quite so bad as they do now.
The student body is no longer apathetic toward football;
they are becoming downright antagonistic. The losses
on consecutive Saturdays to Cincinnati and VMI, teams
which used to be pushovers for even mediocre BC
squads, have been especially discouraging. And neither
Cincinnati (3-5) nor VMI (5-4) have particularly outstanding teams this year, even for them.
Last week BC was played right off the field by
a group of ballplayers who were not necessarily
more talented, but were obviously hungrier and
more desirous of victory than the Eagles. As an example of BC's futility, VMI, which had allowed an
average of 150 yards rushing in eight previous
games, limited the Eagles to 31 yards on the ground.
The quarterbacking was woefully poor. None of the
three BC signal callers could generate any sort of attack, although it must be pointed out that the offensive
line must also share the blame in this regard. Part of
the problem would seem to lie in the handling of the
quarterbacks. DiVito, Fallon and Marzetti have been
shuttled in and out of games in a revolving door fashion,
with the result that at this late stage in the season BC
still lacks a regular starting quarterback.
At this rather depressing point in the seaeson,
the prospect of Syracuse and their football powerhouse coming into Alumni Stadium tomorrow is a
frightening one. And if the Eagles should fall behind early, don't expect the Orangemen to be particularly merciful. Syracuse is aiming for a postseason game, and they can be expected to try to impress the bowl scouts at the expense of little old BC.
The Orange are led by big Larry Csonka, who
amazingly enough is the leading ground gainer in Syracuse history (I just cannot get over the fact that
Csonka has gained more yards than Floyd Little, Ernie
Davis, and Jimmy Brown). Csonka this year has run
for 914 yards, just 138 yards less than the entire BC
team's rushing total. If the big Pole has a good day
against the Eagles and Syracuse shuts off what's left of
the BC rushing attack (the Orange defense has held
their opponents to an average of 45 yards per game
rushing; Holy Cross last week netted -11 yards on the
ground against Syracuse), it is conceivable that Csonka
will pass the BC team in rushing yardage before the day
is over.
As for UMass and Holy Cross, I remain in the face
of all this adversity still somewhat hopeful. But both
these teams are going to be "up" for beating the Eagles,
and it is going to take a literally inspired effort from
the BC team. Thus far Boston College has been playing
completely uninspired and uninspiring football. If they
finish out the rest of the season this way, a 2-8 record
is a certainty.

The Yankee Conference has finally?and deservedly?lost its automatic berth in the NCAA basketball
tournament. Half of the conference is populated by
basketball midgets, so the conference championship itself is meaningless. This year's champ, probably Rhode
Island, will be considered as an independent for NCAA
purposes. And don't bet this action wasn't speeded up
by UConn's ex-coach Fred Shabel's little bush-league
slow-down in the NCAA's last March, whether any officials want to admit it or not.
Before any of you go making juicy bets against BC
in the Holy Cross football game, let me put forth this
sobering note: the Cross isn't that good. Their offensive
line is weak, their running backs only mediocre, and
their quarterback, while a fair-to-middlin' passer, is
about as mobile as Sherman Plunkett.

Everybody talks about Johnny Most, and nobody
watches Celtic games on TV without listening to him
on the radio. That's too bad, because if you really want
Greg Landry
a laugh you should listen to Tommy Heinsohn, who is
so partisan he makes Most sound like Walter Cronkite.
perunchallenged
ence title an
Most is essentially a reporter, however ridiculous he
sonal possession every year.
may sound on occasion. Heinsohn is not; he is simply
They will soon be striving for a an ex-Celtic and a fanatic with no conception of profesreputation as a New England sionalism on the air. He is the best argument for banning
power and eventually they will ex-athletes from the mike that you are ever going to
make a bid for national recogni- hear.
tion. Their development program
points to this, but the" first step

for Vie Fusia and UMass is a
win over BC and a week from tomorrow they will be going all out
to get it.

Player of Week
Dick Kroner, BC's middle
guard, was selected as Player
of the Week for his outstanding performance against VMI.
This is the second consecutive
week Kroner has been chosen
for this award. His twelve
unassisted tackles also earned
Dick the distinction of being
lamed to the ECAC's weekly
Vll-East team.

It's about time people stopped getting excited over
what pre-season basketball magazines say about BC
and its players, and started recognizing these magazines
for what they are, namely useful means of finding out
names and statistics. What difference does it make
whether DELL says'we are third, fifth, or twenty-fifth?
Any magazine which honestly thinks that Billy Evans
isn't one of the top ten players in the East, or that
there is more than one Eastern center even close to
Terry Driscoll (that one center being Chris Thomforde
of Princeton), is hardly worth the paper it's printed on.
A basketball scrimmage between the BC Eagles and Assumption College will take place
tomorrow morning at 10 in Roberts Center.
It is expected that the scrimmage will be open to all.

If you didn't buy your Courtside Club membership card yesterday, then today is your last
chance
Cards will be on sale from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in McElroy
snack bar.

-
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.

THERE'D BE DAYS LIKE THIS
Mike Fallon thinks to himself as he is about to be thrown
loss against VMI last Saturday. Fallon and the other BC quarterbacks found themselves in this position
often, with only white jerseys to look at.
MOTHER SAID

for
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Orangemen juice up
offense for Eagles
By Jim Blake
Sports Staff

Once upon a time, not long ago, Coach Jim Miller and his
gridiron eleven
scored a thrilling, luck-filled victory over Ben Schwartzwalder and his mighty
men
from Syracuse by a 21-14 score. But times sure have changed
since then and the
footballers of Miller will need more than luck to stay within three touchdowns of the
bowl-minded Orangemen tomorrow.
The Saltine Warriors come to all-time school rushing record,
BC's erratic passing game.
Alumni Stadium sporting an im- is still in the wings
To aid the defensive phase of
and ready to
pressive 41-7 conquest of Holy go.
the game, Coach Miller has added
the safety blitz to the Eagles'
Cross in its last outing and seek
To complement Csonka, Syra- tactics. Whether they will use
to improve on their 7-2 series
it
cuse relies on the passing of Rick tomorrow remains to be seen. But
record against the Eagles. They
Cassata, the deception of Rich somewhat must be done
and
shouldn't have too much trouble
quick
to aid the staunch efforts
Panczyszyn,
and
receiving
the
of
doing this.
of Andrachik and middle guard
Oley Allen and Tom Coughlin. It
Dick
Kroner.
In contrast to recent years, still employs
an unbalanced line On offense, Miller is still undeSyracuse has developed a passand often counters with play ac- cided on his quarterback but our
ing game which has taken away tion passes and quick pitches
to guess is that he will turn to Mike
somewhat from its ball control Allen sweeping
around the strong Fallon in an attempt to build for
Photo by Frank Fernino tactics. But All-America candithe future.
side.
IT'S UNANIMOUS
Brendan McCarthy has fust followed his blockers
But to get anywhere at all, BC
Csonka,
date Larry
holder of the
into the VMI end zone for the only BC touchdown of the first half.
Following along the lines of New
must call on its rushing threat,
York Giants coach Alii Sherman,
Brendan McCarthy, more often
Schwartzwalder has added a "flea- than
last week. The all-time
flicker" play of his own to the
school
rushing leader carried
Orange's repertoire. It consists of
only nine times last week. Miller
a halfback pass to the quarterback following a lateral and attributed this to the fact that
can't run too often while
double reverse in the backfield. "you
playing catch-up football." But
Figure that one out!
By Jim Creamer
the fact remains that as Brendan
Sports Staff
goes, so goes BC.
Added to this,
Syracuse
Soccer has ended for this year, leaving memories of sudden elation and frusboasts one of the stingiest deIn assessing his squad over the
trating helplessness. The 1967 team experienced a range of satisfying routs, bitter
in the nation against the season and for the game tomorfenses
and bloody close contests and degrading losses.
rush which should hamper any row Miller pointed out that "In
The result of it was satisfying the nets nine times instead of the age, is not solved by the appearBC thoughts of establishing a the past two years, football has
changed drastically. No longer can
but not overly so. Confronted with 21 goals of last year, the Eagle ance of an effective and experiball control offense.
new and stronger opponents, they booters amassed only 29 points. enced goalie, a strong defense The Eagles should be strength- you make a couple of mistakes
broke even in the Inter-Boston Of course, they faced a string of would become an absolute neces- ened somewhat by the return of and expect to get away with them.
League beating BU and MTT while clubs with much stronger defenses sity. Martinez, who showed his linebacker Gary Andrachik, and This year, we've been beating ourlosing to Brandeis and Tufts. This and this may account for the ability in the Lowell Tech game, offensive back Terry Erwin. The selves with costly penalties, interrated praise because of the quali- deficit.
and who was recently elected co- absence of Andrachik from the de- ceptions, and fumbles. We'll just
ty and reputation of these teams.
Looking toward next year, the captain with junior fullback Barry fensive left side was strongly felt have to avoid making these
The frustrating aspect of the Eagles will be in good shape but Cahill, would probably then be by the Eagles last week against errors." That doesn't "augur too
season was in the games the team will lack experience in a few switched. This issue is stjll up in V.M.I. And the return of half- well" for the future of BC footshould have won. Disappointing key spots. These are, in parthe air at present.
back Terry Erwin, should bolster ball, now does it?
defeats to American International, ticular, the positions to be filled
Gordon, and Lowell Tech were in lieu of the loss of Gostyla
?

?

...

FINAL LOSS TO BRANDEIS
MARS 7-5-1 SOCCER SEASON

and Mwaura in the forward
among these.
On the plus side were the vicline. Alonso VUlegas will be
tories over Stonehill and Asback at left wing in all probasumption and, In particular, the
bility, but to fill the losses in
game that "got the ball rollthe rear line Roman Martinez
ing", the 2-1 win over Nassoti
might be shifted to the fullback
In Maine. The season's record
position. This has been conwas 7-5-1.
sidered, but the team needs
The principal reason for the punch on offense and it would
record down from last year's 9-4, seem more sensible to keep
was the lack of scoring drive. him there.
Last year, led by Gostyla, the If the goalie problem, due to
team scored a total of 51 points. graduation of Billy Plunkert,
who
This year with Gostyla reaching had a 2.08 goals per game aver-

Will Csonka zap Eagles?
By Bill McDonald

Sports Editor
Jimmy Brown was smooth and powerful,
Ernie Davis was exciting, Floyd Little .was
flashy, and Larry Csonka, who has gained more
yards for Syracuse than any of these greats, is,
well, effective.
With two games left to go in this, his senior
season, Csonka has gained 2720 yards since he
switched from linebacker to fullback in the third

game of his sophomore year. This total compares
to the 2091 yards gained by Brown, 2386 yards
garnered by Davis, and 2704 Floyd Little got.
In addition to holding Syracuse's career rushing record, Csonka also broke Brown's record for
most yards rushing in one game with 216 yards
against West Virginia in 1965, Little's record for
most carries in a game with 43 against Maryland this year, and Little's records for most carries in a season and career.
At 6-3, 234, Csonka docs not have the speed
for dazzling breakaway runs. His effectiveness comes from his consistency. He has
averaged just about 100 yards a game each
season, and has gained over 90 yards in 15
of the 26 games he has been fullback.
Of course, he has had his good and bad days.
In his first game ever, he gained only 26 yards
in seven carries. Against UCLA last year, he had
32 yards in 11 carries, and at Pittsburgh two weeks
ago, had 72 yards in 24 carries. But on the other
side of the ledger are his 162 yards (27 carries)
against UCLA in 1965, 166 yards (23 carries) at
Holy Cross last year, and 204 yards (35 carries)
against California a few weeks ago.
So Csonka can run. But with Syracuse's
newly (though not completely) developed
passing attack this year, he has also gained
Photo by Ed Amento
some yards by catching passes from quarterITS OVERTHROWN
in the third quarter, as VMI defender Scott
back Kick Cassata. He has already this seaStrong intercepts a pass to BC's Mike Johnson and sets off toward an
80-yard touchdown.
son caught almost as many passes (eight) as

he did in his first two years. And these passes
aren't for diddly. Csonka's averaged more
than 12 yards per catch and has caught two
td passes, one of 22 yards.
Against BC, Csonka has had what might be
considered average days for him, although last
year he averaged more than six yards a carry
in piling up 119 yards. In 1965, he gained 110
yards in 25 carries against the Eagles.
This year, the BC defense has allowed 170 yards
per game. Larry Csonka might get that much all
by himself tomorrow.

...

Larry Csonka

1

Live in them or put them in your pipe?
by Philip Langsdorf

Dormitories are residences for
students. In this statement rests
the major requirements for a college dormitory
it must be a
building where students can live.
This implies that it must be more
than just a place to sleep. A
student's life is multifaceted and
varied and centers around obtaining an education. A good dormitory makes provisions for many
activities and does its part to further the educational process. A
poor dormitory is a hindrance to
the student and a blight to the
campus.
The student leaving home and
entering college does not want to
move into a hotel. For him, individually, domestic scale, and identification with a small group are
important. A small room off a
long corridor may give him privacy, but it does little else for his
personality. He often finds an
apartment more to his liking.
But students benefit by association with other students. Education is a communal as well as
an individual process. For this
reason a dormitory should encourage common activity and usable
living rooms or lounges. These
must be close at hand. To sink
an occasional lounge into the
bowels of the basement where its
deep enclosure soon turns it into
just another study hall is not sufficient. Study halls are important,
but congenial relaxation and discussion can play an important
part in education too and should
be provided for and aided.
To those who are familiar with
(he B.C. dormitories, the negative
aspects listed in the above paragraphs are only too familiar. It is
a sad but good indication of the
poorness of the dormitories on
our campus that students in Gon?

zaga and Kostka look forward to
the days when they will live in
Welch or Roncalli. In point of fact
these new dorms, though an improvement over the older ones,
are still a far cry from what
other schools have achieved and
from whal dormitories can be.
These modern Tudor edifices
are still only stacks of long corridors, but now the materials have
been varied so that the halls look
like the world's longest shower

East Quadrangle
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stalls. The only communal areaon
each floor is the bathroom, and
though this is designed for only
one specific activity, students
sometimes are driven to use it for
television viewing when their
roommates want to sleep. Even
as I type this I am sitting in the
stairwell since it is the best place
available.
On the outside, the appearance
of the building is honest, if not
to the structure, at least to the
plan. It shows that the building
is just a series of one identical
room after the other, but this
does not give the personality of
range and warmth that a residence should have.
In short, our dorms are far
from successful. Other schools in

the Boston area have done better.
A good solution to the problems
of design in dormitories is seen
in Quincy House at Harvard. This
new dormitory base on Harvard's
old house system is built around
a landscaped courtyard and provides a library, dining hall, common room, rooms for undergraduates, and an apartment for the
Master. All are united in one
building and are accessible to
each other, yet each segment is
separated physically and visibly
from the others as its function

dictates.
The common rooms, dining hall,
anel office for the Master and
house prefects form one Wing. To
indicate its use by the entire
community, curtain walls of large
panes of glass that enables one
to see the open areas within are
hung between reinforced concrete
columns. Entrance from the courtyard is to a two story lobby from
which branch off the other rooms.
The common room and lounges
are sunken to a lower level on the
left, and short order grill for
quick meals and snacks is on the
right.
Dominating the lobby is a free
standing stairway before a sculptured stone wall that leads to the
cafeteria on the upper level. The
glass walls of the cafeteria lead
to a high ceiling which is supported on wooden beams at the
top of which are pointed windows
which yield light from above. The
stone, wood, and glass in this
wing give distinction to each separate element while presenting a
variety of textures and surfaces
and a total effect of warm friendliness.

floors are carpeted and one of for six or ten students. A suite
the walls is Woodpaneled. The has both single and double rooms
suites are eminently livable, the and a living room, and bathroom
only apparent defect being insuf- facilities are shared between two
ficient lighting in the bedrooms. suites.
The final segment of the new Load bearing brick walls inset
house is the library. This small with metal panels and large darkcubicle building raised on four ened glass windows support concolumns is completely enclosed crete grid slab floors and ceilings.
in brick except for a narrow rib- Both brick walls and concrete
bon window that runs around the ceilings are carried into and extop beneath the wide concrete posed on the interior of the buildroof. The clsed, quiet statement ing. Lighting is placed randomly
of this wing elevated above the in the spaces of the grid in the
noise and activity of the street ceiling and makes an interesting
indicate that it is meant for study. effect and soft comfortable light
The warm feeling generated by for the lounges, but is inadequate
the entire complex and the testi- for study in the bedrooms. The
mony of the students who live in brick walls in the rooms provide
the house indicate the success of texture and good sound protection,
the architect who designed this but the walls which are made of
dormitory.
plasterboard have proved inadeAnother good example of dorm- quate to keep down the noise and
itory design is the East Quadran- to sustain the wear and tear of a
gle Dormitories at Brandeis. The few years of housing active studormitory is divided into two dents. As at Harvard, the comwings?one for women and one mon areas are made visibly disfor men?that share central lounge tince from the suites by glass curareas and dining facilities. Each tain walls.
wing is in turn divided into suites
(Continued on Page Three)

Perpendicular to the common
wing and extending the length of
Floor Plan, East Quadrangle
the property is the residence hall
for undergraduates. Exposed reinforced concrete columns and
beams make the structure visible
and give an indication of the plan,
but a different arrangement of
windows on each floor within this
by Michael Brookes
regular grid prevents the monEncounters, Six One-Act Plays, solitary exception of the relaotony which often results from
(Random tionship
Leonard Melfi
between Twila
and
regular window placement in long by
House)
Marcey in "The Shirt." Here, at
dormitories. Full length windows,
last, we do seem to get a glimpse
balconies, and brick walls indiNo one will quarrel with the of true communication between
cate the residential character of
this segment of the building. Still basic premise and theme of these two people and an undercurrent
plays by Leonard Melfi. Encoun- of real affection.
ters between individuals or groups
In the second place, although it
of people are, if not the most
is inevitable that six plays on one
meaningful, certainly one of the
more impirtant events of human theme should have a certain
is
life. It is through these that we sameness, the actual unfolding
in these examples
repetitive
so
are formed and malformed,
brought to happiness, encouraged that one does not feci that one
varying
to live or denied motivation for has explored it from
points of view, but merely gone
continuing to live.
over the same ground time and
Having said this it is necssary again. This aspect is emphasized
to qualify any approbation of by the fad that few, if any of
what Melfi has done by reference the characters can be said to be
to the characters he has actually normal. They are either physicalcreated in his plays.
ly or psychologically deformed,
which lessens drastically the imDdrms, Brandeis
In the first place, it is alarming
pact of the plays themselves.
find that in all his variations
residential, but of a different to
of this theme of meeting, the
One may ask of encounters becharacter as indicated by a
characters seem only to be in- tween individuals which are
change in color and materials by
terested in themselves. They use dramatized that they show us
its position, the Master's apartprimarily for their something not only about the
ment sits above the rest of the other
own
advancement.
In characters which the author -has
selfish
roof of the wing.
"Lunch Time" Avis uses Rex be- created, but also about ourfloor
ground
provides
apartThe
cause she wants to become preg- selves. These plays fail to do
ments for the senior prefects and
visitors, and the next six floors nant. She is not primarily in- that and herein lies the great
terested in him as a person, but The revelation of character which
are given to two-level four-man
merely as a means to a desired each play contains seems neither
suites. The second and fifth floors
Rex himself, after philoso- to help the characters themarc living rooms with wide picture end.
phizing at some length on his selves to grow or advance, nor,
windows and stairways that go
unhappiness is-a-vis his own by necessary consequence, does it
up or down to four single bedwife,
makes it clear that Avis is help us. The loneliness which
rooms and bathroom facilities.
The active arc of the living room just one more in a long line of Melfi stresses is patently one of
is thus separated from the quiel married women whom he has the greatest horors of 20th cenarea for sleep and study. The seduced or by whom he has been tury life. The way in which his
characters seek to alleviate it is
materials here are of concrete seduced.
block walls and vinyl tile floors,
This pattern may be traced in in some ways even worse that the
though in the living rooms the all the other plays with the disease itself.

Book Review

Encountered too often

,
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Rock: San Francisco, Part II
by Bill Dalton and Tom Law

excellent cut ("Morning Dew")
and two good cuts ("Cream Puff
War" and "New, New Minglewood Blues") but it is so far from
what the Grateful Dead sound
like live that they deserve better
treatment.
First the album. "Morning
Dew" is deceptively simple. The
song is based on only four chords
and is arranged around a simple,
pretty guitar figure. Garcia's
guitar solo is a beatifully original
solo for rock and points out the
lyrical quality of much of the
Dead's music. The other two
songs mentioned are more illusWe didn't consider the two Jeffer- trative of the Dead's usual style
son Airplane albums because ?hard rock.
while 3 they are good albums,
"Viola Lee Blues," the last
they are not indicative of how the
group sounds in live performance.
Moby Grape's album is also good
but most San Francisco groups
have gone beyond them at least
instrumentally. Big Brother's album is poor but was released because of avarice. The groups we
arc considering reflect the current trends in all rock.

During the past year the San
Francisco renaissance in rock
music has been widely publicized
and popularized (especially its
more sensational aspects) in the
national press. The rise of San
Francisco rock shifted rock's creative center of influence from England back to America, for good
reasons. The San Francisco musicians are really the first self-consciously creative rock musicians.
In this article and the last we've
selected three albums by groups
which rank with the best San
Francisco has produced. Our selections are completely arbitrary.

The Grateful Dead are technically the only San Francisco
rock group discussed in these two
articles. Country Joe is from Berkley. If you haven't bought the

Dead's album

Brothers

(Warner

W 1689) don't bother wasting your
money. The album as a whole is
disappointing
especially
considering that everyone who had
heard them before the album was
released raved about them.
Jerry Garcia (lead) and Phil
Lcsh (bass) have both admitted
that the album wasn't quite up to
their expectations cither. It's not

Bob Weir of
The Grateful Dead

track on the second side, is a
good starting point for discussing
the Dead's live performances. It
illustrates the weakness of their
worst performances?dullness. The
Dead's music centers around
Jerry Garcia's guitar. The other
members of the group contribute
really a total loss. There is one fantastically, of course, but most-

ly in terms of interplay with the
lead guitar.
Obviously when Garcia is bad,
the music is bad. This isn't
usually the case, however, in person, since Garcia is one of the top
three or four guitar players in
rook music. When he is very good,
the music is incredible.
Jazz critic Philip Elwod has
said that the Grateful Dead are
very close to an experimental
jazz group and he is right. In
person, the Dead feature very,
improvised instrumentals framed
by average vocals and lyrics, a
The vocals and lyrics though,
become almost superflous as the
instrumental section of each song
weaves moods, changing tone,
tempo, and style often for thirty
minutes or longer.

Garcia's main deficit as a
soloist is demonstrated on "Viola
Lee Blues." He occasionally gets
hung up on a signle rhythmic
figure which he repeats up and
down the fingerboard.
"Viola Lee" never seems to get
off the ground because of this.
Lesh is an amazingly inventive
bassman (he studied under Darius Milhaud) and though he tries
his damnedest on "Viola Lee,"
nothing happens.
The Grateful Dead are one of
the most powerful and inventive
groups in rock (or any music for
that matter); if you've heard
their album and disagree then
we suggest that you listen to them
when they come East again.
A number of people writing
about rock in the past year have
pointed out rock's eclecticism;
one of the most appealing features of rock is its ability to encompass styles as diverse as the

Book Review

'Death at an Early Age'

Jerry Hahn Quintet
Loin' Spoonful' and the Cream's.
A case in point is the recently
released
album
Ara-Be-In
(Arhoolie?Changes Records 7001)
by the Jerry Hahn Quintet. Jerry
Hahn is a guitar player who is
best known for his work with
jazz musician John Handy. The
other members of his group are
Mike White, a violinist who was
with Hahn in Handy's group of a
year and a half ago, Ron McClure
and Jack Dc Johnette, bassman
and drummer respectively for
Charles Lloyd, and Noel Jewkes,
a San Francisco jazz musician
(tenor and flute) who sounds very
much like Charles Lloyd. In other
words, Hahn's group is basically
a West Coast jazz group.
Their album, however, contains
two tracks ("Ara-Be-In" and
"Ragahantar") which are as much
like the highly inventive rock of
the Grateful Dead and the Cream,
for example, as they are like
jazz.
"Ragahantar" is Hahn solo. It
is formally based on the raga but
it is as close to Indian classical
music as most Indian derived
rock is; i.e., not very close. It
is its own thing, just like Country
Joe's instrumentals and the Doors'
"The End" are unique though influenced by Eastern tonalities.
Hahn's guitar is in an open
tuning (reminiscent of Sandy
Bull) and several strings act as
sympathetic strings, setting up a

Death al an Early Age, by Jon-

by a male teacher for being "in-

Mifflin tractable." He was constantly and
Company, $4.95.
destructively criticised by the
Teaching can be pleasantly, Reading Teacher and had his
even delightfully ambiguous in drawings called "garbage" and
its combination, for both pupil torn-up in front of the class by
and teacher, of the giving and the the Art Teacher. That he was a
receiving of knowledge and un- disturbed youngster meant nothderstanding. When this fragile ing, he received no treatment nor
ambiguity is overloaded with even special help. Stephen was
racial bigotry, inadequate class- certainly more vulnerable than
rooms, useless and even harmful most of the children, more easily
textbooks, and the pettiness and destroyed; but there is little
surrealism
of
a self-serving doubt that the Boston School Sysbureaucracy, "the distortion is tem exacts a heavy toll of all its
young people.
hideous.
The racial bigotry among the
Kozol s story often seems a teachers
extended from the open
fairy laic corrupted into nightand "honest" racism of one of the
mare, with windows falling in on male
teachers to the genteel and
children's heads and rattan whipdevious racism of the Art Teachpings in a dark basement stinking
er and the Reading Teacher.
of urine, with the Art Teacher and
These two ladies were part of
School Committee, with the dying
the "compensatory education"
children.
program and had been in that
One of (he children that Kozol
particular school for most of
singles out by name is a young
their careers. They made freboy he calls Stephen, who took quents and unfavorable comgreat pleasure

in

drawing and parisons between

their present

whose pictures told freely and and former pupils to Kozol and
exactly what was on his mind: to the Negro pupils themselves.
"a bird lost alone upon a weirdly The
friendship they showed the
slanting geometric rooftop, and
a large hunched rabbit, its ears
alert for danger, in a colossal and
uniform woods." Apt illustrations
for a strange death, they are
typical of Stephen's drawings.
This youngster was shy and
secretive, a ward of the Stale
who often arrived al school badly
beaten by his foster mother and
was as often beaten at school

few white children in the school
was, they felt, their real "compensation." When Kozol, on the other
hand, extended special consideration and friendship to a few of
his Negro pupils these same
teachers were dismayed that he
should jepordize the proper pupil
teacher relationship.
Kozol relented in these efforts,
just as he remained silent about

"Ara-Be-In" is more interesting if only for the fact that the
rest of the quintet is included on
this track. The same guitar figure
opens "Ara-Be-In" and the structure of the piece is the same for
each soloist?a rhythm-free improvisation in which the rest of
the band establishes and augments
the drone followed by a quick
tempoed rhythmic improvisation
once more over the drone.
White's violin solo is the most
effective because his instrument
(like the guitar) is most readily
adaptable to this style of music.
The piece ends with a unison improvisation and finally a return to
the theme.
"Ara-Be-In" is impressive from
any musical point of view, but
it is especially interesting in that
Hahn's group is clearly thinking
along the same lines as, for example, Jerry Garcia's group.
As the instrumental quality of
rock keeps improving, we feel
that the music will end up in the
area that Jerry Hahn's music
encompasses
a musical area
that defies labels because it is
eclectic and is unashamed of its
roots. Some rock groups
the
Grateful Dead, Country Joe and
the Fish
are already there.
Whether or not they will be
listened to is another question.
THIS IS THE END.
?

?

?

group of citizens and educators,
as seen by the parents of the
Negro pupils, then Kozol's book
contemporary,
informative,
is

by Thomas Schmidt

athan Kozol, Houghton

drone or root nole over which
Hahn solos.

Jonathon Kozol with students
what he considered criminal
neglect in the school building and
inadequate teaching materials. He
was polite and respectful with his
senior teachers and tried his best
not to offend them with any open
discussion of his feelings about
their methods or the conditions in
which the ghetto children were
being steadily and relentlessly deprived of their dignity and any
chances they might have had to
educated,
become
prepared,
"equal" Americans.
This book is about Mr. Kozol
too, because of course he changed
and grew against his and his
pupils' situation, first by being
more forthright in his talks with
Ihe other teachers, then by being
arrested in the Federal Building
sit-in at the time of the Sclma
demonstrations and by picketing
the School Committee office, and
finally by leaching his Fourth
Grade class a poem about a landlord by Langston Hughes. This
last act was the most subversive
of all and merited instanl dismissal. The curriculum required
that only cheerful literature be
taught.
Indeed, the Reading

thorough and compelling.
But then the question of just
what constitutes awareness is
important here, for certainly
Kozol was "aware" of the problems within the Boston School
System before he began teaching
there. For those of us who are
aware as, perhaps, he was, this
book is an introduction to the
growth of one young man's awareness and the painful deviousness
operation in the "real world" requires. There is the revolutionary
dictum:
"whoever wants to
know a thing has no way of doing
so except by coming into contact
with it, that is, by living and
practicing in its environment."
Revolutions are
brutal
and
destructive in their simplicity;
without calling for an actual and
substantial revolution or commenting on its desireability, it
is clear that the awareness now
available to Kozol can be had
only by a revolutionary effort of
understanding and human sympathy, since few of us are able or
willing to teach in the Boston
School System.

Teacher had hung on a wall in
the auditorium, where Kozol
taught for lack of classroom
space, a list of words to be used
in discussing stories and poems.
All the adjectives were laudatory,
all were nice. "Interesting" or
"humorous" or "colorful" provide
not even partial criticism. The
way literature was taught was an
adjunct to the obedience-centered
manner of the school, to its
general negative orientation.
Kozol is hard on the Boston
School System and (he replies of
its members have been correspondingly sharp. They usually
deny the factual charges, such
as the rattan whippings, and talk
around or gloss over his comments on the attitudes of the
teachers. His contentions are not
* * *
new and identical criticisms of
the School System and the School BALLAD OF THE LANDLORD
Committee have been made by
by Langston Hughes
civil rights groups and State Edu- Landlord, landlord,
cation committees in the past.
My roof has sprung a leak.
They have been central to several
Don't you 'member I told you
recent elections and there should
about it
be no need to enumerate them
Way last week?

here. If one is unaware of the
as seen by the "liberal"

problems

(Continued on Page Seven)
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"Now I know who the people are: I see them in that
invincible force that surrounds us everywhere, I see
them in the bands of 30 or
40 men, lighting their way
with lanterns, who descend
the muddy slopes at two or
three in the morning, with
30 kilos on their backs, in
order to supply us with

food."

?

Fidel Castro

Revolution in the Revolution?
Armed Struggle and Political
Struggle in Latin America, by
Regis Debray; Monthly Review Press, $4.00 (paperback?
$1.50).

Fidel Castro has warned the
United States that it faces more
"Vietnam" situations in the future,
not necesarily in Asia but in Latin
America. Regis Debray, in Revolution in the Revolution?, tells
what these revolutions will be like,
and it is not happy reading for
those who wish to remain the
status quo.
To Debray, a 26-year-old French
intellectual and journalist now on
trial in Bolivia for alleged insurrectionist activity, the revolution
of Castro and Guevera in Cuba is
the vanguard of insurgent movements throughout the continent.
Revolution In the Revolution? is
an analysis of the Cuban experience and hence a theoretical and
tactical handbook for Latin revolutionaries. But it is also of great
import to the United States, for
it is here that the effects of his
ideas, modeled after those of
Castro, will be most deeply felt.
The central theme of Debray's
work is that conditions in Latin
America are so different from
those which prevailed when and
where the great revolutions of the
past took place that a basic
change is needed in strictly
Marxist - Leninist strategy. It is
Debray's contention that a revo-
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Regis Debray

Hero in Bolivia?
tionary emphasis is on armed
struggle. "A political fine, which
is not susceptible to expression as a precise and consistent
military line, cannot be considered revolutionary." This emphasis
hos no place for "reformism" or
"spontaneity." These tactics are
considered to result in the mere
alleviance of problems facing the
exploited and ignoring the basic
the capitalist power
problem
structure.
It also decries the concept of
"self-defense," a strategy which
entails a vain attempt by the exploited to shut off a portion of
territory from the normal functions of state and army. According to Debray, this tactic has
been discredited by events, and
the epoch of relative class equilibrium, embodied in "selfdefense," has ended. Another
epoch has begun, "that of total
class warfare, excluding compromise solutions and shared power."
With all the abuse heaped on
the above-mentioned tactics and
theories, the greatest amount of
scorn is reserved for "Trotskyism." Debray states, "At the bottom, Trotskyism is a metaphysic
paved with good intentions." Debray's criticism of Trotskyism is

....

?

"When weary animals drop

?

?

support, the guerrillas must convince them there is a valid reason for the guerrills' existence
and continuance. This function of
the guerrillas is termed "armed
propaganda" by Debray. The title
is understandable considering Debray's contention that the first
action must be to show the masses that the police and army "are
no more bullet-proof than anybody else." "The destruction of
a troop transport truck or the
public execution of a police torturer is more effective propaganda for the local population than
a hundred speeches. Such conduct
convinces them of the essential:
that the Revolution is on the
march, that the enemy is no long-

and peasant committees,
confederations of workers, generalized uprisings, and simple stepby-step takeover of the means of
production is not only Utopian, but
the means employed "lead not to
revolution but to the scarcely
Utopian liquidation of existing popular movements."
"To promote public asemblies
of the people in an Indian village, or open union meetings, is
simply to denounce the inhabitants
to the forces of repression and the
political cadres to the police; it
is to send them to prison or to er invulnerable."
tory

their graves."
The ways of Trotskyism are
thus not the ways of revolution,
for Trotskyism does not conform
to reality. What has reality
shown Debray? Popular movements are clandestine; members
of the guerilla force use pseudonyms; the force is independent
of the civilian population, mobile,
vigilant and mistrustful.
The guerrillas are not completely independent of the population
for they require the support of
the masses. And to have their

Debray's most flagrant split
with revolutionary orthodoxy concerns the relationship between the
party and the guerrillas. Party
leadership, at least in the old
sense, was separated from the
guerrillas and found mainly in the
cities. For Debray, the city is
no place to become a revolutionary ("any man, even a comrade,
who spends his life in the city is
unwittingly bourgeois in comparison with a guerrillero"). "when a
guerrilla group communicates with
city leadership or its representa-

?

rives abroad, it is dealing with
'its' bourgeoise."
To Debray and to Castro, the
solution to this problem is obvious
guerrilla and party, military and political, leadership in
a unified command; if necessary,
in one man. Those theoretical
purists who maintain that there
should be a split between politics
and the military are wrong for
two reasons, according to Debray.
First, the situation in Latin
American necessitates expertise in
military matters. The vast disproportion between the strength
of the guerrilla forces and the
?

"repressive mechanism" and"the
demographic consequences of poverty in the rural areas do not
permit the immediate replacement
of arms and technique by sheer
mass and number of combatants."
The mass of details necesary for
a successful ambush to obtain
weapons, for example, requires a
military mind.
Second, "the experiences of
Cuba and, more recently, of
Venezuela, Guatamala and other
(Continued

on Page Eight)

Dorm architecture continued...
(Continued from Page One)

units.

The brick enclosed stairways
and the glass and metal panel
directions and carry the window units for the rooms repgoods. Force cannot defeat resent series of
a
surfaces at varthem."
ious angles and distances to the
Fidel Castro person walking through the complex. The constantly changing face
ceed in Latin America due to the of the building makes it more inarea's terrain, population, eco- teresting than a long straight uninomics and political situations. form front would be, and the mulDebray hopes to "free the ti-level pedestrian traffic, made
present from the past." "We are possible by the slope of the hill,
never completely contemporaneous further heightens the interest and
with our present. History advances variety.
in disguise; it appears on stage The integration of the building
wearing the mask of the previous with the site, the honest and
scene, and we tend to lose the forthright use of materials, and
meaning of the play." Marxist- the warm tones of the building
1-eninist theory of revolution is not make it a pleasing and interestcontemporary and has to be dis- ing residence to see and live in.
regarded. What to turn to? SomeAt Pine Manor Junior College,
thing that's worked
the revo- the architect uses the same genlution of Castro.
eral ideas as were used at BranFrequently, revolution attempts deis, but varies the details to
have had to wallow in years of come out with another successful
failure. Yet failure, according to building. Five two story houses
Debray, is a springboard for the of thirty girls each arc grouped
revolutionary. It is how he gains around a central courtyard to
experience and knowledge. But form a village. These houses are
now, perhaps, Latin revolution- separated from one another by
aries can forget about those years glass enclosed stairwells. In this
of failure, for the Castros and way the entire village is divided
Gueveras have gone through them into small units, and these units
and their knowledge and experence are scl back at various depths
is available. Guevera has writ- from the courtyard so that it is
ten, "What is decisive is the de- not a pure rectangular form.
termination to struggle which is The unity achieved by the enmaturing daily, the awareness of closed character of the courtyard
the need for revolutionary change is furthered by a slandard two
and the certainty of its possibili- story window unit which is rety." Cuba has shown lhat it is peated throughout and sloping
certainly possible.
grey slate roofs fr all (he buildDebray's, or Castro's, revolu- ings. Monotomy is avoided in this

farther, men appear from all

not confined to its ineffectiveness.
In fact, he feels it harms the
revolutionary cause by thwarting
development of a people's army.
Trotskyism's emphasis on fac-

"Who has organized them
wonderfully? Where did
they acquire so much ability,
astuteness, courage, self-sacrifice? No one knows! It is
almost a mystery! They organize themselves all alone,
spontaneously!"
Fidel Castro
so

By William McDonald

The most interesting aspect of
this dormitory is the use it makes
of its site. The steeply sloping
and curving hill which might have
proved unweildy has been turned
into a definite asset by allowing
the building to sit into it and
curve with it. Wedge-shaped stairlution styled upon the examples wells between the rectangular
of Russia, China and Vietnam blocks of suites accomplish this
(against the French) cannot sue- and at the same time break the
dormitory length into a variety
of smaller and more liveable

to the ground, unable to go

3

street, neither of the functions of
the building is apparent.
Indicating that there is another
type of building (the dormitory
above the parking lot) beginning
four floors above the street is a
difficult task for any architect.
The solution at the Towers though
dramaticis only partially successful. Under one tower the brick
Each house is made up of ap- wall is interrupted for a three
proximately equal numbers of
story high curtain wall of glass
double and single rooms that open behind which cross escalators takoff short corridors and the stair- ing
people up and down to the
wells. The house centers on a two dorms. As
compared with the rest
story living rooms that includes of the brick wall this is
interesta mezzanine. In the living rooms ing; but though it shows that peoand in the corridors, bright priple use the building, the way they
mary colors dismiss the bleak
character which often accompanies dormitories; and carpeted as
well as tile floors and plaster and
concrete brick walls provide a
variety of surfaces. Plenty of
built in and enclosed closets and
shelf space make the rooms themselves well suited to the students
they serve, and large windows
give the spacious rooms a bright
and airy quality.
unity by the different level roof
lines and the varying depths that
the buildings are set off the courtyard. A wide unpainted metal
guttering that runs around the
entire building emphasizes the
horizontal line and helps the village sit into the softly rolling
site.

Again, the happiness of the residents testifies to the architect's

success.

The architect of the Towers
Dormitories at Boston University
faced different problems than did
the architects at Brandeis or Pine
Manor. The location at 700 Commonwealth Avenue made the price
of land expensive so he had to
build up, no around. Further, because the site of the building was
a parking lot he had to make provisions for the displaced automobiles. His answer was to combine
two buildings into one?a parking
garage below and dormitories
above. Unfortunately, both units
suffer in (he combination.
To I>egin with, the scale of the
building is monumental. The two
buildings,
which individually
would have been large, when
combined are huge; and the long
high wall of fiat brick on the
front docs nothing to dispell this
awesomeness but instead accentuates it. Furthermore, from the

to the students' rooms in each
tower.
Each tower is laid out around
corridors which approximate an
H, the elevators being on the
cross bar and the rooms running
around the outside with a study
lounge on each floor at the back.
Utilities, (including an ironing
room)

and bathroom facilities are

at the core of the tower without
natural ventilation, and because
of this are air conditioned. The
rooms vary in size from the snug
and almost cramped small single
to the spacious large double, and
each enjoys a view. Large single
and small double rooms are ade-

Pine Manor

are swallowed up at the escalator
makes one wonder just what for.
That this is where they live is not
at all apparent.
The towers themselves have the
best appearance of the entire
building. The vertical line is appropriately stressed for the eighteen floors by the uninterrupted
parallel brick columns that soar
up from the fourth floor base.
Dark lines formed by glass blocks
inset into the columns further accentuate the vertical. Seen from
a distance the three matched towers are a trio of beauty. It is
unfortunate that the effect does
not hold for the entire building
when seen at close range.
The dormitories themselves are
well done within the high rise
framework. The fourth floor
serves as common lounge, dining,
and reception areas for the three
towers, and protected patios at
this level give some private open
air areas to the residents of the
building. Elevators go from there

quate but not outstanding. The
furniture is all anchored so that

the expression of individuality is
difficult.
The most striking feature of the
interior of the Towers is the color
scheme. Throughout most of the
lounge areas and in the corridors
and rooms, everything is a basic
off-white. Color is furnished by the
furniture and doors and door
frames all of which form large
bright splashes of primary colors
that change from door to door
and area to area. Particularly on
the corridors this prevents monotony and adds cheerfulness.
These then are the results and
successes that some architects
have achieved in building dormitories. After seeing and studying
them, the almost identical undistinguished dormitories at 'Boston
College appear worse than ever.
It can only be hoped that an archilecl with skill and imagination
will be chosen the next time B.C.
decides to build.
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Drama

What happened to the coffee?

Paradise lost in 'Awake and Sing!'

By Greg Ciardi

By Paul Krueger

Recently, Ihe coffeehouses in and
around Boston have had to solve
the rather distressing problem
that their principal product, folk
music, has lost its general appeal,
most of it being absorbed into the
large genre loosely called "new
music." Since coffeehouses are,
for the most part, either unwilling
or unequipped to handle the necessary

electronic and environmental

redesigning indigenous to the new
music, they have been forced to
seek new directions, and to attempt a redefinition of what a
coffeehouse is. The problem has
been handled differently by the

different clubs, and the results audience, the Turk's Head does
are, generally, successful and re- not book big, commercial names.
freshing.
The club has decided to retain the
The Turk's Head, which bills folk motif, but this is in no way
itself as "Boston's oldest coffee- a symptom of stagnation. The perhouse" was created ten years ago. formers are capable and enjoyIts design was copied from Miss able, and more or less poised,
Benzequin's C'est Si Bon French depending of their exposure. They
pastry shop on Boylston Street; come primarily from the New
Miss Benzequin recently assumed England area, but the closing of
operation of the coffeehouse, which many coffeehouses around the
now serves a variety of her pas- country, especially in New York,
tries.
has brought a wave of fresh talent
Since she feels that a coffee- to Boston.
house's function is to serve as If you have never visted any
a media in which young, hopeful of the smaller clubs in the Vilperformers can be exposed to an lage, the Turk's Head now ap-

Film Review

'Our Mother's House'
By Paul Bochicchio

It is a sad but true fact that
most movies are quite similar, but
this is an occupational hazard. It
seems that every movie Paul
Newman makes, he is the same
rebelling character. Jack Lemmon
is always the same loveable idiot
and John Wayne is the all-American hero. In the last few years,
spy films, nude scenes, and uninhibited language have domin-

reformed. But, in his parting
words to the children, he casts
aspersions on both their mother's
virtue and their legitimacy.
The premise of "Our Mother's
House" is certainly novel if not
very probable. But even if the
situation is not very believable
the characters certainly are. In

this respect, Director Jack Clayton deserves much of the credit.
ated the screen. Aware of this Experienced with child actors
situation, motion picture produ- ("The Innocents"), Clayton gets
cers are constantly on the prowl topflight performances from each
for unusual properties. One can of the children. He controls and
become rather tired of viewing handles their every emotion, nevJames Bond, Matt Helm, and er letting anyone overdue it.
Jane Fonda's magnificent posterPamela Franklin as Diane (the
ior. A breath of fresh air is sometimes needed. Such an oasis is mystic), Margaret Brooks as Elsa, and Sarah Nicholls (a minia"Our Mother's House."
Produced and directed by Jack ture Sandy Dennis) deserve speClayton, "Our Mother's House" is cial praise. Charlie is played by
a modern Gothic melodrama. It that
fine English actor Dirk Botells the story of seven English
Mr. Bogarde ("Darling")
garde.
children who find themselves left
totally alone when their mother portrays this stock character with
dies. Faced with the danger of his usual expected brilliance. The
being separated and becoming or- appearance of Charlie brightens
phans, they decide to keep the
death a secret. The eldest child,

not only Ihe children but also the

proximates very closely the atmosphere of these clubs.

The Sword in the Stone is also
on Charles Street, and is similar
to the Turk's Head. Claiming to
be "where the greats begin," the
club runs a hoot twice a week
for young performers. The manager, Mark Edwars, is also voluntarily working as something of an
agent for these people, attempt- redefinition of the coffeehouse.
ing to acquire various bookings
The Why Not? Coffeehouse, at
for them.
B. U., run by Owen Lindsay, is
The Unicorn is Boston's most cutrently undergoing what he calls
commercial coffeehouse. It is lo- a "return to the coffeehouse as
cated on Boylston Street near the coffeehouse." Attempting to move
Prudential Center, and reflects, away from a completely entertainsomewhat, the sophistication of its ment-centered atmosphere, the
surroundings. Its policy is to hire club is placing more of an empopular, successful performers, phasis on the audience. By doing
and therefore it is arranged to such things as its recent "Peace
accommodate the maximum num- and War in the Arts" program,
ber of customers. Adapting to the by presenting folk, poetry, films
market it does not limit itself, and modern jazz, by hanging posand presents blues bands and rock ters on the walls, and by using
groups, as well as folk perform- newspapers as table mats, Mr.
ers. The club is equipped with Lindsay is producing an environthe powerful sound system need- ment conducive to some kind of
ed to handle these groups. The active audience reaction. The proprogress of the Unicorn seems to grams are more of a catalytic
follow fairly closely that of the nature than something to be
mass student culture, and is passively "seen." They are meant
adapting, as near as its physica to produce dialogues rather than

movie.
At first the story makes the
children seem able to be independent but Charlie changes Ihem.
The one thing that has kept them
united was the thought that "Mother will always be with us." Charstructure will allow, to current
lie destroys the memory of their
mother and thus weakens their tastes.
Across the river, and also reindependence. When he is gone,
their will is destroyed and they flecting its surroundings, is the
must give up.
Club 47. Cambridge was, in the
It is a wonder that the children early years of the folk revival,
didn't panic at the death of their the center of musical creativity in
mother but if you accept this fact, the country, producing some of the
you can settle down to a fine giants of the folk scene. Today,
movie. It is only moderately sus- the 47 is staying, basically, with
penseful because the only question folk and the more ethnic blues
is, "How long will they get away performers. It is
a nationally rewith it?" The acting and directing spected club, and appears as
carry the film into the premier if it will retain its leadership as
class of recent movies. _The color long as there are people who play
and the score are appropriate to folk, and people who will listen.
the mood of the film. "Our MothIt is actually a club insofar as
er's House" should definitely be the first
time you attend you will
on the must-see list of the dis- have to pay a nominal charge
for a membership card, but it is
cerning moviegoer.

Sword in the Stone?S.

applause.
The Seventh Circle is also engaged in a de-emphasis of the
performer. It is interested in
"building interfaith understanding
through creative encounter." To
this end they produce theatre,
seminars, and discussions, as well
as folk. This new diversity is also
apparent at the Quest, which presents folk, speak-ins, sing-ins,
theatre and workshops.
The Damaged Angel, at the Arlington Street Church, is open Friday evenings only. It presents a
mixed program of folk, movies,
discussions, jazz, and improvisational jazz dancing.
Pushing the move away from
uniquely folk music image of the

coffeehouse to
at 122 S
North End, ha
doned the pre
The club, now
in theatre. It

Rose,

way drama,
and some the;
The companie

cally amateur

with local coll
ly enjoyable.

While coffeel
viously not of

Grosso

extreme, the play-house productions, it is valustreetj m me able anl long overdue. In London,
npietely aban- a play can be seen for around
tion of music seventy-five cents. Until now, this
ls exclusively has obviously not been the case
nts off.-Broad- in Boston. Coffeehouse theatre is
dy musicais? filling this void.
f the absurd. New things are happening at
Das .i the coffeehouses around Boston.
lich
ny associated If you have never been to one, or
are thorough- if you stopped going when your
interest in folk music waned, take
theatre is ob- a trip down to one; you'll be surcaliber of the prised at what you find.

,

,

happened.
The question of the body naturally arises and they decide to
bury it in the garden. The children even create a tabernacle for
their mother in the backyard. Fortunately, one of the childen possesses mystical powers and they
communicate with mother nightly
at "mother-time." These seances

nic to maintain the respectable
family name and marry a young
foreign friend of the family, since
she tells her family that her seducer has disappeared. Lynn Milgrim creates a self-reliant Hennie

with tender, tearful confidence.
Her intelligent yet naive brother
Ralph rebels in his search "to
get to first base" with his girl
and with his family. Al Pacino
is almost completely convincing
in this role; when he achieves
more security in what I shall call
his "aimless wanderings," he will
be even more effective as an actor
than he is presently.
I felt that one of the greatest
values of this drama for those
of us who were not around during
the Depression can be found in the

comparisons and contrasts between the two "insofar as both
are rebelling." He considers the
significance of any relation between the two to be present in the
possible contrasts. He discussed
how Ralph revolts against poverty, and today's youth revolts
against affluence. He goes on to
say, "The young generation of
today sometimes tries to correct
society by dropping out of it, while
Ralph will reshape society within

David Merri
bottom-m
American Mil
der. He wows

the

appearand
travaganza

-

impressively I
costume chani
ciously "hip"
The only trc
cal" is the las
to describe, H<
the $500,000 m
ing about at tl

The main
never gets off
the script wa
Shulman)

with

firmly in quid

Each situat
the characters
audience laug
rassment, hai
author Shulmi
liners and in
sex.
The beauty
is that should
the score will

Elmer Bernsts
in his home n
tracks, has coi
ly bland scow
orchestrations
and cymbal

Dibelardino

hits tries to cover the score's obvious Marylin Mason, makes her Broadway debut in HOW NOW.
of the lack of melody or imagination.
Comedy LadAfter the first bars of the She is sweet, inoffensive, and
audience with magnanimous overture, one can has a pleasant singing voice.
a musicai ex- see that the evening's score will
Anthony Roberts is appropriateprescribed not only be old familiar friends
ie
but downright disonant enemies. ly funny as the reluctant hero
setSi endless
With the exception of a contrived of the piece.
md a seif.-Con- but catchy tune,
Step To The Rear
However, it is the performance
and a pretty ballad, Walk Away,
of
Brenda Vaccaro as Cynthia
is mat musi the score has only boredom to that wins the audience. Her aprecommend it.
*
d t would pick
pealing walk, throaty singing
m> Dow Jones, Carolyn Leigh's lyrics do noth- voice and fine sense of timing
c now wander ing to advance plot, but then make her a welcome addition to
the musical comedy stage. (Miss
llonial Theatre again one can hardly condemn
just recently scored a
Vaccaro
the lyrics when the book itself retremendous success as the mison me show fuses to advance its own plot!
tress in Cactus Flower.)
ground is that
Gillian Lynne's choreography
itten (by Max
A final mention for a vertitable
iVO £eet piante d completely ignores the changes in
modern dance in the last twenty legend-director of the Broadway
|d
years. Even the collage of body theater, George Abbott, who since
IS predictable, contortions at a BC Victory Dance A Funny Thing Happened On The
mant| and the have more to recommend them Way to The Forum has been more
embar- in style and originality than legend than director. How Now,
shock over Lynne's pitiable high school Dow Jones marks his sixth flop
tasteless one- gymnastics.
in a row.
c handling of
He handles his cast less than
There is one scene in which
the appearance of Russiena adequately, without any of the
iusical come dy Dancers has nothing to do with famous Abbott imagination as in
plot be thin, the storyline,
characters or with Funny Thing, Once Upon A Matit through. the audience for that matter.
One tress and Fiorellol
vho
left
wonders whether they were sideIn sum total, How Now, Dow
o£ mm sound- tracked into the wrong theater.
Jones is an unpalatable musical
ed tne generalough elaborate Performances of the leads were revue with no characters, plot or
tympany rolls on the whole better than their imagination to impair its unsurnes he vainly material. As the femme interest, passed banality.

_

.

.

,

the role of Jacob the sentiment,
warmth, and despair, which only
an actor of his ability and experience can bring to life.

Back at the beginning of Act 11,
Hennie is found married to Sam,
its structure."
a lonely, gentle, hypersensitive
Meanwhile, back at the plot? foreigner. She cannot love him,
Bessie's socialistically inclined fa- since she loves the real father of
ther, Jacob, keeps talking about her child?the man whom she
his idealism, but never acts on knew had never disappeared at
his ideas, until he commits sui(Continued on Page Seven)
cide. Throughout the play he ur-

have in common. This leads me

ice again

.<

ges his young friend and grandson
Ralph, to do what he believes in?
not talk about it. Again, Jacob
finally acts by killing himself and
leaving his insurance to Ralph
who might be able to "get to first
base" with its help. Will Lee gives

to believe that Mr. Lochner is
overacting, as enjoyable as he is
in his imperfection.
As the action unravels, Bessie
forces her pregnant daughter Hen-

'Dow Jones' down
the

Turk's Head by Salvatore Grosso

Clifford Odets is a man with a
message?for the affluent sixties
as well as for the impoverished
thirties. Boston has again received his message in the form
of "Awake and Sing!" currently
enjoying a brilliant revival at the
Charles Playhouse.
The result of Michael Murray's
near-perfect direction of this earliest Odets play is the honest, vivid
portrait of family life during the
Depression years.
The dominating force of the
play, of course, is a Jewish mother?a popular character in Boston
theatres this month. This one, excellently played by Eda Reiss
Merin, comes through with all the
dynamic energy necessary to lead
a family through troubled times.
Bessie is rough yet sensitive?she
is cruel at times, yet she convinces us that she does everything out of duty to her family
which she struggles to keep respectable.
As her timid, simple husband.
Don Lochner shows us that Myron
is a born follower, a dreamer,
who has been defeated by life.
Lochner does so very well, very
comically?perhaps too comically,
since Myron's situation is rather
tragic.
Earlier this week when I had
the opportunity to interview director Michael Murray, I mentioned
that Myron seemed to have the
traits of an absurdist character.
Mr. Murray stated that many absurdist characters are originated
in tragic reality, and that tragic
reality is the only quality the two

Myron, Bessie,

by Phil

Elsa, takes command and runs
the household as if nothing had

remind us of"The Lord of the
Flies" because the children run
their own society, complete with
artificial bloodletting.
All in all, the charming youngsters do a remarkable job of hoodwinking (he authorities. But in
this modern age, we all know that
it is only a matter of time before
their secret is uncovered. They
have fun while it lasts, even cashing mother's weekly checks thanks
to the resident forger, Jiminee.
This first part of the film is
particularly eerie because the only
characters are the children in
their large bleak house.
Suddenly Charlie Hook appears.
Charlie is Ihe children's father
who deserted them years ago and
has come back to help out. Charlie is Ihe proverbial fraud with
some redeeming qualities. He
bribes and coddles the kids while
taking advantage of them. He
steals their savings, introduces
them to Ihe seamy side of life and
even tries to sell their house. We
know he is no good but we hope
he will somehow be miraculously

in no way selective, as is evidenced by the weekly lines which
stretch down Palmer Street.
Both the Unicorn and the Club
47 are commercialoperations, and
are where to go to see the people you hear on record.
The less commercial coffeehouses are moving in more diverse
directions, and are attempting a

Photos

by

Clyde

and Ralph in 'Awake and Sing!'
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Hi-fi for the millions
by Tom Busch

Late in the fifties, that man
about electrons, the late Dr. Herman Home, remarked in his indeed remarkable tones: "By way
of simple explanation to the layman (Which is a polite way of
saying 'cloth-head'), hi-fi brings
out everything that is on the record. Little subtle things like piano
overtones,

harp

vibrations,

clicks, scratches, surface noise
all of the things you couldn't
and amplifies them
hear before
with amazing clarity." A new
phenomenon had invaded the middle classes.
?

?

After hi-fi came stereo hi-fi, and
this added to a thriving mythology that continues to set some
high fidelity enthusiasts apart

from normal people. Woofers and
tweeters and crossover networks
are part of a whole world of
nickle and dime technological
terms and philosophies and things.
There is a funny atmosphere
around high fidelity
its literature and its equipment
an
atmosphere that has been nurtured, I think, by the manufacturer, who arranges a misty unreal quality in advertising and
promoting his product.
?

?

The whole idea of high fidelity

random hiss, or hum that somehow leaks into a signal. Any hi-fi
equipment worth buying wont introduce much of it, though hiss is
inherent in tape, records, tubes,
pedance input is like a size 9 mini- and transistors, and electromagskirt. And vice-versa. So an ampli- netic fields of hum are present alfier with an' eight ohm output most everywhere and are difficult
won't work very well with a 600 to shield against.
ohm speaker, and a phono cartA good signal/noise rating for a
ridge of 47,000 ohms doesn't like unit might be 55 db, meaning that
being connected to a 250 ohm in- the
noise is 55 db lower than the
put: the result would be low level,
desired signal, and this would be
bad quality, and distortion.
barely audible. The higher the
Anyway, reproducing a sound ex- S/N, the better; most current
actly is probably impossible, but equipment, used properly, won't
a piece of high fidelity equipment
must at least exceed the limitations of the human auditory system, which itself has been pretty
well designed. The ear, for instance, can pick up sound along a
very wide spectrum of frequencies. 20 and 20,000 Hz (cycles per
second) are usually given as the
boundaries of the perfect ear's
range, but most people are limited
to the range from about 30 to 18,- introduce appreciable noise.
-000 or less. (See Fig. 1.)
More specs: from turntable or
A sound will have many com- FM tuner to speaker, the sound
ponents in this wide area, and should not be distorted more than
faithful reproduction implies the
one or two percent. Also, the
passing of every element of the
speed of a turntable or tape deck
must be constant for any kind of
listenable or faithfully reproduced
any gradual "wow" or
sound
(using a word of my 4-year-old
cousin) yukky "flutter," if not
kept less than two or three tenths
of a percent, will be distractingly
noticable, especially in piano or
violin passages. Listen to WBOS,
1600, around two in the morning,
and youll see what I mean.
sound, at the proper relative inWell, back to the equipment. A
tensity. High fidelity equipment,
decent hi-fi system begins with a
then, must have a wide and equal
decent magnetic cartridge on the
frequency response to cover the turntable's tone arm.
spectrum smoothly, to make cerThe guts of a magnetic phonotain that what goes into the micro- graph cartridge, or "pickup," are
phone comes out of the speaker in- fairly simple: the stylus, usually
tact.
made up of a tiny metal rod tipwith diamond or sapphire chip,
Regular AM broadcasts sound ped
is rigidly attached to a movable
tinny, or flat. What you get from
coil, which in turn lies suspended
the radio is just a representative
tiny magsample of the sound; most AM between the poles of a
(See Figure 2.) Vibrations in
net.
stations are restricted to broadcast frequencies between 100 and the needle are transferred to the
5,000 Hz, but since the bulk of the coil, and as the coil moves from
important components of the aver- pole to pole an alternating voltage
corresponding to the freage sound is contained in this results,
quency and intensity of the
region, AM signals are recognizneedle's vibrations.
able.
Ceramic pickups work in someAny high fidelity pickup, rewhat the same way. A number of
any high ficorder, amplifier
crystalline substances found in nadelity anything
should have a
ture have the unusual ability to
response
frequency
including the
entire audible range (say, 20 to transform mechanical strain into
(in other applica20,000 Hz) and it should be uni- electrical charge
tions, from electrical impulse to
formly responsive within 2 db. A
motion).
Ceramic
db (decibel) is a unit of volume, mechanical
phono cartridges use this piezoa
2
db
of
volume
is
change
and
generally accepted as being barely electric phenomenon: a small
plate or bar cut from a quartz
detectable by the human ear un- crystal, squeezed by
the stylus beder most conditions.
tween two electrodes, sets up a
Another consideration is noise, voltage between them, according
to the type and intensity of the
the flow of electrons.) Circuits will
work best when connected with
other circuits of approximately
equal impedance. A pre-amp with
a low impedance output feeding
into an amplifier with a high im-

?

stereo is to reproduce a sound exactly. This idea has been lost by
a cult of those who slap a "Full
Sound Spectrum" record of
something on the turntable, whip
up the volume, hit the bass, and
make the system wail as loud as
the speakers will allow. What
comes out sounds great, I guess,
but it's not really high fidelity. (I
don't think this quasi-fi is worth
worth the few bills a person has
to shell out for it. Use the money
instead to buy a Muntz TV.)
And then, a few years ago
the great controversy: should a
would-be enthusiast buy a gigantic
"home entertainment center" device, or should he buy the components separately and hook them
?

together himself? It's pretty much
agreed that the component, or
separately-bought, system is usually capable of better fidelity, although the console idea is simple
and easy. Some folks are happy
with one unit, although the serious
buff is inclined to buy his own
turntable or changer, pre-amp,
tape deck, tuner, amplifier, and
speakers.

A few facts of electronics are
helpful in understanding why some
equipment is needed, and how it
should be hooked up. In the fraction of a second it takes for a signal to travel from stylus to
speaker, it passes through several
networks and amplification stages.
It is important that the input of
each stage be of such a nature
that it will accept the output of the
preceding stage.
The great factor here is called

impedance. Impedance, measured
in ohms, is roughly equal to the
amount of resistance a stage has
across its input and output. (Resistance in turn, is a force created
in electrical fields which opposes

?

?

aplied by the stylus.
Ceramics, found in most inexpensive console turntables, cost much

pressure

ing, and tracking angle. Impedances are now becoming less
varied (most cartridges are looking for an input impedance of 47,-000 ohms, and for those that
aren't changing things isn't too difficult); also, most pickups mount
into tone arms identically with the
they're all
same tiny screws
tough to install; finally, just about
every currently marketed cartridge tracks the record with its
stylus at a vertical angle of 15°.
(See Figure 3.)

French for breakable or something.) in an attempt to class up
the product line. CT machines are
handy: the tape is wound in a continuous loop which draws from the
center and rewinds simultaneously
around the outside, completely contained in a plastic see-through
housing. They use specially lubricated tape which wears down
quickly and tends to stretch in
spots, and the machines break
The move is toward elliptical down at regular intervals and
styli, which, theoretically should usually produce an uneven speed
track better than the standard anyway. Cartridge tape machines
are handy in cars and yachts, but
are not recommended, by me anyway, for the home hi-fi system.
?

shaped tips, which rattle in the
grooves. The mounting of elliptical
styli, though, is more critical for
good performance, and since most
cartridges probably aren't mounted within a few degrees anyway,
many experts feel the advantages
of elliptical chips in most applications are outweighed by the added
expense.

But, to return to the basic: a
stereo cartridge is capable of vibrating vertically as well as horizontally. Audio information, then,
is carried in two directions of the
record's etching (up-down and
side-side). As a rule, especially
with old records and equipment, a
stereo record will be destroyed
if played with a mono cartridge.
This is true, though not universally; you see, there's no basic
structural difference between the
mono cartridge and its more expensive counterpart. It's just that
most monaural cartridges will not
comply well enough along the vertical axis. The stylus can't glide
over the bumps. It bounces and

slices the grooves.
Most amplifiers, by the way, will
accept the output of a magnetic
cartridge directly; other require
an intermediate preamplifier,
which boosts the rather weak signal of the pickup to something the
amplifier can clearly see.

Tape is becoming increasingly
popular in hi-fi installations. Some
people prefer tape to disc, in fact,
since tapes don't get scratched
and will play longer on a side.

Discs, however, don't stretch, cannot be erased accidentally, don't
have to be rewound, have a better
signal/noise factor, and cost less.
Tape facilities in a permanent installationformerly took the shape
of a portable home recorder
hitched up to the systems; but
with lowering prices, it's not unusual to see a tape deck
play
back only
permanently installed.
Tape decks actually cost less than
recorders, but because they are

A few new possibilities are opening up. Tape discs, the size of LP's
(actually a quarter inch smaller),
have been used in network television stop-action replay, and are
now available for high fidelity audio use by the enthusiasts with
plenty of cash. Slip the disc in
the slot
it plays and stops automatically. These little devices are
used primarily in top 40 radio stations (mostly on the West Coast,
for some reason), but may be purchased by the amateur. Primary
advantages are that the tape disc
can be folded, mangled, and
chewed, and will still play recognizably. The quality leave a little
to the imagination, but is adequate for most people, if not the
serious hi-fier.
?

A tuner is a vital part of almost every high fidelity system. In
that many FM stations have finally
begun to up broadcast quality, the
tuner can provide a good deal of
good music. In about half of the
tuners currently available, the AM
band is thrown in with the deal.
There's not much simpler stuff to
say about tuners, except possibly
that they're sometimes ornery,
and it's not rare to be stuck with
a lemon. Most tuners, working
properly, will pick up stations
within fifty miles or so (you need
an outside antenna) with pretty
good fidelity.

FM broadcasters saw the need
to go stereo a few years ago, and
engineers came up with the present mutiplex system. A complete
signal (left plus right channels) is
contained in the regular station
signal area. 19,000 Hz above this,
undetectable by a mono receiver,
lies a second band, comprising
the left minus the right. Algebraically combined in the multiplex
tuner, the whole mess results in
a left and a right channel, a
stereo system compatible with the

?

?

less than magnetics, and they give
a much higher output level. Since missing amplifiers and usually pretheir frequency response is usu- amplifiers too, they cannot record.
ally poor, however, they are not This is all right if you want to
used in pure high fidelity equip- pick up prerecorded tapes at seven
ment.
bucks a throw.
Pickering advertises: "when engineers get together, the conversation turns to pickups." It's an
area of great controversy, and in
the past few years, the industry
has been making attempts to
standardize pickup performance
to set output impedances, mount?

Coming into the spotlight is the
cartridge tape machine. A throwback from the broadcasting indussystem already in use.
try, where they've been kicking monaural
Some high fidelity installations
around for years (most stations
tuner and the ampliand all major networks, anyway). combine the
thereNorelco calls their CT units" cas- fier into one package
sette recorders" (I think that's
(Continued on Page Eight)
?

.
.
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Botolph
is
Back
by
Mike Peterson
A Peace of Bread
Nov. slh, 8
p.m., Boston Tea Party?reached,
for at least that evening, a real
peace, a true Christian communion. It drew a large and varied
crowd: They filled the Tea Party,
crowded the aisles: students, San
?

not cognac and caviar
and we
are breaking it and giving it to
each other
not just eating and
."
drinking
Judy Collins sang, the community listened and sang with her,
harmonized, the San Franciscans

.

you know
drummed behind her
the sound and feel of a large group
of people singing together, being
together? And after another poem
read by Harvey Cox, "Love is
about love," we danced.The drum
in the middle of"the floor, people
dancing around it, a ring of onlookers, a snake line moving
around it, a ring of onlookers, a
snake line moving around the onlookers, a laughing "hippie" Unking hands with an older nun, and
?

Francisco "hippies," nuns, priests,
old couples, middle-aged couples,
young couples
as true a conglomeration as you're likely to get.
?

highly successful experiment of
Ihe Botolph Group, an association

handling exclusively, good religious art
no cherubic Infants of
Prague, no asexual, antiseptic crucifixes, no simpering Mothers with

by
Boswell

fat, wise child. Sister Corita's

Spavvens

?

eye-trying mmd-reaching seriographs are a favorite, but there
are also ten drawers full of prints,
woodcuts, lithographs and silk
screens that are good whether or
not your interest is in religious art.

EDITORS NOTE: Boswell SavThe gallery exhibits the works vens, a native of Philport, Virginia,
started out in show business as a
pizza chef in Richmond, the big
city! His comments never failed
to delight the customers, who completely forgot that he always
dropped the dough.

?

..

viting everyone to exchange gifts.

Harvey Cox read poetry, Sister
Corita had a light and sound show,
Dan Berrigan read episodes from
Ihe life of "Horatio," a modern
hero: taken separately these presentations were good, or puzzling,
or great and beautiful, depending
on your aesthetic outlook. Taken
in the developing feeling of community within the crowd, they
were a loving and moving experience. The crowd really became a
community, though, with the distribution of bread and wine. People
fed each other, drank to and with
each other; Harvey Cox spoke a
good part of what we were feeling: "Bread and wine
grown
and carefully made with human
art and skill and love
basic
not water and apples

.
.
.. . . . . .
.

My Favorite Jokes

of artists and artisans, directed
by Miss Celia Hubbard. The
Group runs a gallery and small
gift shop at 161 Newbury Street,

Idaho. From there he went to The
Blue Crystal in Altoona, The Fisherman's Landslide in Pascagoula,
and Papa Buddy's
all the top
night spots.
?

Spawens appears regularly on
such popular shows as The Bertolt Spawiens Free-for All, RebecAfter that, realizing that he was ca Spawens' all-night radio show
destined for stardom, Spawens in Philpott, and Dusty Violets Specheaded out for the big time at tacular, where he tells such jokes
The Twitching Nostril in Boise, as these:

As M. C. Harvey Cox put it, it
was a "revival," a peace demonstration, a "love-in," a religious
"be-in"
all of these and none
of these. He started out with an
invocation welcoming SDS, CPF,
CIA, and FBI; set the tone by inThe crowd, though large and motIcy, was enthusiastic and receptive; the gift-giving, somewhat shy
and fumbling, started a movement
together that had its climax in a
truly joyful community dance at
the end of the evening.
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a couple in their fifties with two of a different artist every month
.
three nuns as well as sponsoring travelling
sylish coeds
danced in a wildly varied crowd exhibits, educational programs and
on stage, beautiful.
lectures. A number of chapels in
It was, by strictly aesthetic the Boston area have benefitted
standards, a somewhat amateur- recently from Miss Hubbard's reish, unstyled performance; antidesigning, yet another aspect of
Vietnam, rather "hip," nebulous,
unreal, but profoundly Christian, the Botolph people's varied religienormously human. How can you ous activities.
be Christian and not want peace
In the "Peace of Bread" celein Vietnam, in the US, personally?
Botolph has risen to the
bration,
you
How can
be human and not
despair of it at times, or find your- crest of both the artistic and reself unthinking, hating those on ligious activities.
In the "Peace of Bread" celeeither side? How can you contemBotolph has risen to the
bration,
plate the present society and not
wonder if peace is at all possible? crest of both the artistic and religious-oriented tides, and amply
A small community found some demonstrated that culture, aesthepeace in itself for awhile Sunday tic sense, fun and joy needn't be
night in a mass celebration of a divorced from religion.
real communion. It was, for a
Presently, the gallery is inmoment, a real answer.
volved in the sale of Christmas
and their stock is excelThe "Peace of Bread" was a goods
lent. An exhibition of Harry Lieberman's Jewish Primitive work
is scheduled for December 7th;
and looking farlher into the future, another celebration, similar
to the "Peace of Bread," is planned for around March Gras. Take
if not, as
it all in if you can
much as is possible
it might
restore your faith in art or the

The kids went down to the hoot at bal order when he went to the
the local coffeehouse. As they were delicatessen?"
Answer: "A Swiss on rye."
leaving they told their father about
it.

"Can anybody hoot?" he asked.
"Yeah, they can holler too,"
they replied.

And then there was Hitler's radio ad: "Don't cook tonight; call
Jewish delight."

Question: "What is the greatest
feat of strength in the world?"
Answer: "Wheeling, West Virginia."
"What did the monkey say to
the bird?"
"Birds of a feather flock together."
What did the doctor say to the
father whose wife just had a stillborn child?
Nothing. It was a dead issue.

?

?

?

Church, or

both.

,

And then: What did the antelope
say to the bear?
"Bear with me tonight."

And then did you hear about the
mother who used thalidomide and
gave birth to a thirteen pound ear?
Then there was the alcoholic who
so drunk one night that he
died. For years after thai the
family talked about their dear departed uncle who died "crying in
Question: "What did the canni- his bier."
got

You gonna cut off my heal.
You gonna take my furniture and
Throw it in the street?

'Awake and Sing!'...

Um-huh! You talking high and
mighty.
Talk on
till you get through.
You ain't gonna be able to say
a word
If I land my fist on you.
?

characterized by Dennis Helfend,
remarkable job of
all. Moe, who lost a leg in the who does a
acting and makes his character
war, is as crippled emotionally as
vital than his number of
he is physically. This wealthy more
would suggest.
racketeer desires her, eventually lines
fells her he loves her, and asks
It Moe is crippled physically
her to leave her child and hus- and emotionally, Bessie's brother
band and run away with him. Morty is crippled spiritually. EvJohn Seitz very capably handles
erything exists in terms of dollar
his character with the desired
signs as far as the successful
amount of believable bitterness. Morty is concerned. Bernard Wur(Continued from Page Five)

One very interesting point which
Mr. Murray made during the interview was the connection or analogy between Moe and his violent fellow evildoers in the movie,
"Bonnie and Clyde." He noled the
mystery and romanticism found
in both situations.
By the way?remember Sam,
Hennie's husband? Well, he is

Dream, the American Promise."
He feels that the American Paradise is lost in "Awake and Sing!",
and that the theme of American
Re-evaluation might raise the
ger is flawless in his portrayal question?have we begun to find
of the heartless practicality which this lost Paradise.
is Uncle Morty.
"Awake and Sing!", which is
Odcls' message in "Awake and by far the finest production I
Sing!" appeal's to be closely allied have seen in Boston this year,
with this year's Charles Playhouse will be performed at the Charles
theme American Re-evaluation. Playhouse through December 3.
As director Michael Murray would If you don't go to another play
say, "This is a moment for re- this year, see "Awake and Sing!"
examination of the American soon at the Charles.
?

More on Kozol

...

(Continued from Page Two)

Police! Police!
Come and get this man!
He's trying to ruin the

government
and overturn the land!

Landlord, landlord,
Copper's whistle!
These steps is broken down.
Patrol bell!
When you come up yourself
It's a wonder you don't fall down. Arrest.
Ten bucks you say 1 owe you?
Ten bucks you say is due?
Well, that's ten bucks more'n
I'll pay you
Till you fix this house up new.
What? You gonna get eviction
orders?

Precinct station.
Iron cell.
Headlines in press:
Man threatens landlord
Tenant held no bail
Judge gives negro 90 days in
County jail
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Salute to the 'Flag'
By

Richard Hamilton

regard to their technique, "We
don't do anything stylistically differently from other groups, but
rely rather on the quality of the
musicianship and our own sense
first Boston appearance of The of the blues feeling."
Electric Flag, An American Music From the perspective of one
Band, at the Psychedelic Superwriting in the fall of 1967, I would
market, a basement on Commonsay that The Electric Flag repwealth Aye., whose name is oddly
the zenith of electric blues
resents
appropriate to the garish commerIf this is true, then it is
music.
cialism of its decor. The audience
also true that lead guitarist Mike
reaction is understandable since Bloomfield has reached the greatthe Electric Flag is quite unlike
est heights of artistry yet achieved
any other blues group.
in this "bag" (though Bloomfield
But in another sense it is simi- is also accomplished in all other
lar to all other blues groups. In forms of music in which a guitar
their music one can recognize the is used). While watching him, one
hounds and rhythms of bluesmen is completely absorbed in his genfrom B. B. King to Otis Reddng, ius?his intricate fingerwork, his
and yet the unrivaled excellence contorted face, his unbelievable
of their musicianship and their sound. Bloomfield has been playstriking arrangements make them ing professionally since he was 14
a unique musical experience. As (he is now 24) and has ingrained
Nick Gravenites, vocalist, conga himself with a vast collection of
drummer, song writer (of "Born sounds and notes produced by his,
in Chicago" fame) comments in Negro predecessors. He draws

People walking around, dazed,
muttering meaningless words of
wonder and praise or simply nodding their heads in silent approval. This was the reaction to the

countries demonstrate that people
even petty bourgeoise or
are more quickly and
peasant
more completely molded by the
experience of guerrilla warfare
than by an equal amount of time
?

?

spent

in a training

school for

a consequence, as far
cadres
as men are concerned, of the essentially and totally political
character of guerrilla warfare."
?

Because of the lack of response
to changing conditions, and reliance on anachronistic theories,
of standard party lines, the Latin
revolution need not be carried
out under the banner of MarxismLeninism, according to Debray.
"Fidey Castro says simply that
there is no revolution without a
vanguard; that this vanguard is
not necessarily the Marxist-Leninist party; and that those who want
to make the revolution, have the
right and the duty to constitute
themselves a vanguard, independently of these parties."

own.
I think it is this great depth of
talent and knowledge which may
give Bloomfield a slight edge over
other great guitarists like Eric
Clapton and Jimi Hendrix. Clapton, for example, can probably
do a few things better than
Bloomfield, but his range and overall excellence are just as probably inferior to Bloomfield's.
I don't want to dwell too much
on Mike Bloomfield because most
people already know that he is a
brilliant guitarist. However, not
much is known about the rest of
the group, who are among the
best in their specialties, but don't
have the name of a Bloomfield.

The Electric Flag
on the "Highway 61 Revisited"

lags behind a marching column,
"it is up to everyone to share the
burden, lighten his knapsack or
cartridge-case, and help him all
the way. Under these conditions,
class egoism does not long endure.
Petty bourgcoise psychology melts
In fact, the startling novelty of
sun,
the Cuban revolution, Debray says, like snow under the summer
the
undermining
ideology
of the
was that the rebel army was the
stratum."
party in embryo. Furthermore, it same
is this type of arrangement that
On the Dasis of his contention
is essential. "Any guerrilla move- that the guerrilla force is the poment in Latin America that wish- litical vanguard and only from
es to pursue the people's war to its dcvelopmentcan a real party
Ihe end, Iransforming itself into arise. Debray emphasizes the importance of developing the guerril-

ness.

Bass player Harvey Brooks, for
example, who swaying obesity
seems perfectly suited to the heavy bass notes, is probably best
known for his work with Bob
Dylan (he is the Harvey Goldstein

...

and popular organizations, in conformity with the Declaration of
Havana." There is no exclusive
ownership of the vanguard; "a
claim to Ihe vanguard role can
be established only by confronting emperialism with acts and
."
not merely with words.
With the evident threat of the
United States attempting to stifle
any insurrectional activity, Debray
concludes that "For reasons of
both emergency and principle, the
armed revolutionary front is a
must."

.

This, then, is The Electric Flag,

album). Usually he prefers not to An American Music Band (so
get fancy, but he's a very solid named because what they play is
performer who is capable of greatpeculiarly American). When you

Buddy Miles is the best drummer I've ever heard (yes, I have
heard Ginger Baker) and he has
a great blues voice besides. That
may sound like a pretty baldfaced thing to say, and yet I have
no intentions of trying to back it
up. All I can say is that Miles,
although he doesn't go in for long
solos, does in an electrifying way
the normal things that drummers
are supposed to do. He is astonishingly fast and loud and he can
really sing.
parties,
las
rather
than
and
army
beginning
a regular
and
a
the
While he was with them (he quit
war of movement and positions, states that "insurrectional activi- the group after their Boston enmust become the unchallenged po- ty is, today, the number one po- gagement) Barry Goldberg contrilitical vanguard, with the essen- litical activity."
buted some fine organ music plus
great song called "Circles," an
tial elements of its leadership beWhat do Debray's assertions a
off-beat
thing (being rather soft
ing incorporated in the military mean for the future?
and gentle) beautifully sung by
command." How is this MarxistDebray, addressing himself to Gravenites and occasionally done
Leninist "heresy" justified? The
revolutionaries, condemns the frac- with a classic Bloomfield interguerrilla army is the only entity
tionalism and sectarianism dis- lude.
that can achieve the necessary alThe horn section is certainly
played
by many Latin leftist
liance between the worker and the
urges that revolution- adequate, and when they had sax
and
parties,
perfact,
"it is the
peasant. In
ary energies not be dissipated in player Herbie Rich they had a
sonification of it."
rivalries and feuds. "Revolution- fine singer as well.
The process by which the di- ary politics, if they are not to be
verse members of the guerrilla blocked, must be diverted from
only mean trouble for the United
force, peasants, workers, intellec- politics as such." The tact advotuals, become an integrated force cated by Debray and utilized by Slates. By basing its activities on
is described somewhatromantical- Castro is the formation of broad anti-imperialism, the revolutionly by Debray. "Slowly the shared popular fronts against United aries are responding to a deep
existence, Ihe combats, the hard- States imperialism. According to
sense of nationalism among Latin
ships endured together, weld an Debray, Castro has said repeatedyouth, according to Juan Bosch,
alliance having the simple force ly that "Our policy is one of acof friendship." If a single man tive relationships between all Left former president of the Dominican

Debray continued
(Contimied from Page Three)

freely from this source but the
ultimate sound is distinctly his

Republic, and if American intervention too often hampers popular movements, that sense can
only be more deeply instilled. In
a way, it might just be too late

the United States and power
structures of Latin America to
avoid a few more "Vietnams."
The revolutionary movement has
solidified its objectives and rejected possible compromise. Compromise has failed them too
often in the past. Debray says,
"We may speak of peace, but only
This strategy, if successful, can while making war."
for

consider that in this case it holds
true that the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts, and that
each one of these parts represents a wealth of talent, then you
begin to appreciate how good this
group is.
I find it somehow significant
that the group is (according to
their own admissions) destined to
dissolve after cutting their album
(they have a single called "Groovin' is Easy" out now and also the
sound track to the movie, The

Trip) seemed to me that they
couldn't be that good without
there being a catch to it. The
Electric Flag, with too many in-

sane members (as Gravenites only half jokingly says), too much
individuality, too much energy,
giving all they have ("The greatest act we could do would be to
get up there and die," comments
Goldberg) will soon be no more,
having left a path of meteoric

brilliance across the musical horizon.

The next issue of
The Heights Review
will be published on
December I. The Review is still on the
look-out for critics
and reviewers of any
ilk. We also welcome
people with good
ideas for feature arti-

cles

on any topic;

Rock along with Tom Busch...
(Continued from Page. Six)

ceiver
though most seem lo employ a separate amplifier.
The amp is a system's backbone, putting oul enough audio
energy in most cases lo light a
lightbulb. Amps arc rated in
watts output, ranging from ten or
sq lo a few hundred. Thirty watts
(fifteen per channel) is enough for
most people, and unless you're
deaf or you're Irying lo fill Bapst,
fifty should be adequate in almost
?

situation. A word of note: fifty two or more individual specialized table radio speakers hooked up in
walls doesn't sound five times as speakers. (Sec Figure 5.) Woofers a series-parallel under the theory
loud as ten, due to Ihe logarithmic deliver bass notes and sounds
that when so connected, the insay, lo a few hundred Hz
tweet- dividual speakers act as one large
properties of Ihe ear.
say, to cone. Upon hearing the system, 1
Every month somebody discov- ers bring out the highs
and mid decided they acted as sixteen tiny
ers a new lype of speaker system. a few hundred Hz
It's nol too hard lo build an ampli- range speakers cover middle terri- cheap ones.
Often the woofer subs for the
fier with good frequency response, tory.
"The whole house becomes the
but, in any event, there speaker.
midrange,
but a speaker is lough to design.
You move into the gaOn Ihe market are all sorts of is some kind of crossover network rage!" observed Dr. Home, who
baffles and resonant cabinets'. The which divides Ihe frequencies.
would usually finish reading artirun-of-the-mill high fidelity speaker Someone proposed (lie "sweet cles like this with a "they know
system is actually a composite of sixteen" it uses sixteen cheap that, you lunkhead!"
any

?

?

?

?

